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the newly established asian
research institute

from increased interest inin asia and its problems has come
a newly organized asian research institute at brigham young
university the institute recognizes the imperative need for
countries of the west to gain a more realistic understanding
of asia and its cultures recommended by the university
administration the institute was approved recently by the
board of trustees and will begin its activities at once under
the direction of dr lee W farnsworth specialist in asian
studies members of the executive committee of the institute
are lee W farnsworth ray C hillam russell N horiuchi
wesley P lloyd paul V hyer and spencer J palmer all
with academic training and practical experience relating to
asia

the establishment of the institute at brigham young uni-
versity isis a formal recognition on the part of the university
of the need for relations between occidental and oriental
countries to be developed on the basis of reliable informa-
tion said president ernest L wilkinson this institution
with historic concern for cultures of the world will establish
through research procedure a body of significant information
about the orient and its people that will supplement the find-
ings of other educational institutions

in addition to its major research activities the institute is
according to director farnsworth authorized to develop a
library of research materials establish financial aids for stu-
dents working in asian studies set up panels on which faculty
members students and visitors may present significant issues
relating to asia and encourage and sponsor publications on
asian subjects

asia as the largest least known and possibly the most
critical area in the world today presents both danger and
opportunity it is to the credit of the university that a sys-
tematic research approach will now be given to problems of
asian cultures it is expected that through the institute

for vitae of ARI personnel see p 192
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further steps will be taken toward a type of original thinking
and investigation that can become a hallmark at BYU the
research approach can enrich and make more reliable the basis
of teaching for which brigham young university has been
traditionally known to be disseminators alone without giving
appropriate emphasis to research as a companion discipline to
teaching isis to fall short of the purpose for which universities
exist the institute is established separate from but com-
plementaryplemen tary to the asian studies teaching program

the asian studies program established in 1961 has a
faculty of five and draws on a considerably larger number of
people in supporting areas the present curriculum includes
about forty five courses in eight disciplines the number of
majors studying in the field isis increasing rapidly majors are
required to fill requirements concurrently in a regular disci-
pline the number receiving assistantships scholarships and
other grants to continue work at major institutions isis most
encouraging paul hyer is chairman of the committee on asian
studies which includes all the asian studies faculty listed
below the necessity of research facilities for advanced work
and graduate study is keenly felt and the new asian research
institute is planned with this in mind

the trend toward increased interest in asia at BYU is

shown partly by the academic work and research presently in
process by members of the faculty there isis a major gain also
inin the number of asian students and professors of the uni-
versityversity there is a substantial gain inin enrollment in the area
of asian studies

with increased emphasis on graduate work on the campus
it is imperative that more attention be given to research and
in this area activity will be coordinated for the best use of
time talent and finances this research organization can serve
faculty and mature students toward the encouragement of and
genuine interest inin the cultures of the orient

not the least justification for emphasizing reseresearcharchinin asia
is that of the national interest american interchange has been
more successful in european countries than inin asia partly be-
cause americans are better informed about europe than about
the orient



uses of the five elements in east asia
SPENCER j PALMER

certain themes have great staying power known for their
endurance inin time as well as their transmission inin space thus
with varying degrees of intensity it has been possible for the
ancient world to influence and guide ways of thinking and
events down to the present

in the western world it may be said that greece and
rome have exerted a continuous influence upon art literature
religion politics and education As an example there has been
a persistence of the idea of imperial power from charlemagne
to mussolini some would bring this up to de gaulle des-
pots have sought to engage the impelling image of rome s
ancient glory thus charlemagne and frederick 11II hohen
staufen with startling deviation from contemporary artistic
norms deliberately portrayed themselves on their coinage as
ancient caesarscaesara and augustusesAugustuses which they were not the
works of frederick the thirteenth century emperor german
but ruling from sicily showed a self conscious ambition to re-
store the power of rome and napoleon who on the coinage
of his time was dressed in incongruous toga and wreath was
inspiredinspiredbyinspireinspiredlydbyby the same vision during the renaissance emulation
was at times even more slavish as illustrated by the coinscoins of
galba AD 68 and francesco I1 da carrara a petty ruler
of padua later when charles 11II of england wanted a sym-
bol for britannia he commissioned a design from a coin
of antoninus pius AD 138160138158138161160igo161igi

the eagle as a symbol of national pride derives from the
roman standard it appears on a coin of trajan on the seal
of the united states of america and as the emblem of the
german federated republic in architecture there is a wit-
ness of ancient themes in such well known american build-
ings as jefferson s monticello in virginia and in the capitoicapitol
building in washington the classical influence upon west-

on leave from brigham young university dr palmer is president of
the LDS mission in korea he had been selected as first director of the
asian research institute prior to his mission call

theseithese motifs are all beautifully illustrated in photographs and paintings
in the birth of wetternwestern civilization ed michael grant new york mcgraw
hill book company 1964 ppap 9259 25
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ern political doctrines and institutions is generally recognized
but the classical contribution in the realm of myth and litera-
ture although lesser known today has been continuous and
widespread it ranges from the idea of the bull as a symbol
of fertility what jack conrad in the horn and the sword
says is the background of the modern spanish bullfightbull fight to
sophisticated psychological theories such as narcissism and
oedipus complex

in the cultural history of east asia where precedent has
been the leitmotif the influence of classical thought has been

profound and extensive indeed I1 think it is safe to say that
its impact upon the traditions of china korea and japan
has even exceeded in comprehensiveness the greco roman im-

pact upon the west although such an assertion is not really
verifiable

this article will suggest not circumscribe the social

religious political and historical implications of one classical
chinese theory known as wuwlualu hsing usually translated as the
five elements upon this theory inin close association with
the so called yin yang theory the whole scheme of chinese
philosophy is based

the earliest mention of the wu hsing theory which inin-

volves the elements of fire earth metal water and wood as

dynamic and interacting agents or powers is an inscription
on a jade sword handle which may be dated not long after
400 BC the primary locus classicusclass icus for this ancient theory
however is the great plan section of the shu ching or the
book of history a book which later became one of the five
confucian classics this text contains the record of a speech
delivered to king wu of the chou dynasty 11222551122 255 BC
by the viscount of chchii a prince of ththee shang dynasty 1766-

1154 BC which king wu conquered at the end of the
twelfth century BC the viscount had said that when ruinruin
overtook the house of shang he would not be the servant of
another dynasty accordingly he refused to acknowledge the
sovereignty of wu who had nevertheless made it possible for
the learned chi to be delivered from prison and be invested
with territory now connected with north korea where he re-
putedly established a dynasty between the years 1122 BC and

see joseph needham science and civilization inin china historyhistwyhisiory ofgha

scientific thought cambridge university press 1956 11II 242
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194 BC 3 surrounding the site of present day P yongyangpyongyangyongyang
the viscount apparently felt constrained out of courtesy to
appear at the court of chou when the king took the op-
portunityportunity to consult with him on the great principles of govern-
ment the result was that he communicated the great plan
with its nine divisions 4 the first of these was called wu
hsing explained as follows

the five elements the first is called water the second fire
the third wood the fourth metal the fifth earth water is

said to soak and descend fire is said to blaze and ascend
wood is said to curve or be straight metal is said to obey
and change earth is said to take seeds and give crops that
which soaks and descends produces saltness that which blazes
and ascends produces bitterness that which curves or is
straight produces sourness that which obeys and changes
produces acridity that which takes seeds and gives crops pro-
duces sweetness 5

in this quotation the idea of wu hsing is still crude in speak-
ing of them its author isis obviously still thinking in terms of
actual substances instead of abstract forces bearing these
names as they came to be regarded later on

from this very inconspicuous beginning the five elements
theory gradually came to be associated with every conceivable
category of things in the universe the tables at the end of this
article set these forth As joseph needham has suggested
many of these ramifications were a natural outcome of the
basic hypothesis itself the association of the elements with
the seasons was obvious enough what could have been more
unavoidable than to link fire and summer and the south the
colors invited much speculation since the cradle of chinese
civilization was the land of yellow loess soil in the upper
yellow river basin modern shansi and shensighensiShensi it is quite
plausible to suppose that for the center that color imposed it-
self then white in the west would stand for the perpetual
snows of the tibetan massif with green or blue in the east
for the fertile plains or the seemingly infinite ocean finally
red in the south may have taken its origin from the red soil
of szechuanSzechuan the region which lies just south of shensighensi and

in korean history chi tzul is known as kilakija
james legge the chinese classics the shoo king or the book of

historical documents london oxford university press 1865 III111 320
bernard karlgren the book of documents stockholm the museum

of far eastern antiquities 1950 p 30
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shansi there are moreover large areas of red soil in yunnancunnan
but several schools of scholars in china have contributed to
the vast schema of correspondences between the five powers
and the phenomena of society thought politics and morality
these have included the so called astronomical groups the
naturalistsnatura lists the yin yangists and the agriculturalists so that
wu hsing has become a significant force in the development
of astronomy astrology the calendar the key social relation-
ships geomancy alchemy and the taoist search for the elixir
of life

the wide ranging ramifications of the five elements theory
are apparent throughout east asia even today on the most
superficial level there is a contemporary children s game call-
ed stone earth scissors metal and cloth wood
by which easy decisions can be reached stone wins over scis-
sors scissors winswins over cloth and cloth wins over stone this
game reputedly started with the japanese but the theory be-
hind it is no doubt an adaptation of the five elements which
were thought of as being mutually friendly or antagonistic to
each other as follows

water produces wood but destroys fire
fire produces earth but destroys metal
metal produces water but destroys wood
wood produces fire but destroys earth
earth produces metal but destroys water

another indication of the pervasive impact of wu hsing in
china korea and japan is found in concepts of time in
these three countries the names for the days of the week are a

perpetual reminder of this fact the word sunday means
literally sun source day and monday means moon source day
representative of the yin yang theory of correlative opposi-
tion between light buoyance and generation yang and
receptiveness and calmness yin the other five days of the
week are associated with the theory of wu hsing tuesday is
fire source day wednesday isis water source day thursday is

wood source day friday is metal source day and saturday is
earth source day not only days of the week but hours of the

wu hsing and taoist ideas of alchemy geomancy and medicine are elab-
orated in homes welch the parting of the ulayway boston beacon press
1957 ppap 969796 97 133f135f
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day and the years in the cycle of sixty have been influenced
by the five elements theory 7

in korea the construction of names for the newly born
is a fascinating art traditionally much influenced by wu hsing
in most korean families all the children of one generation
share the same middle character name called soryorsofforimim thus
of the three characters which usually comprise a person s name

the first being the surname only one isis strictly peculiar to
the individual

the harmony of characters in the names of a well educated
family has a certain beauty of its own but superstition may
enter in the practice of counting the number of strokes used
in writing a name and ensuring that the total is an auspicious
number is not often admitted to even if it is still practiced but
the dreams of the mother or father while the child is still
in the womb may be taken into account generation or middle
names can be chosen on the basis of several theories some
families base them on the old chinese thousand character
classic or the set of astronomical characters called the ten
heavenly stems by far the most common basis for the selec-
tion of generation names is the cycle of the five elements in
one contempbontempconcontemporarytemp paryrary korean family the generation chacharacterracer isis
connected with the element of earth all the boys personal
characters are connected with daylight and their order re-
flects the state of the sunlight at different times of the day 8

As a further practical illustration of how the theory may be
applied we will use the example of an unmarried korean
student presently enrolled at brigham young university whose
name is kim hominho min this young man s great grandfatherg rand fathergather s

name is kim yong bong his middle name contains a sym-
bol meaning wood the grandfather s name is kim chae uk
containing earth the father s name is kim ch ol01 jin metal

the student s name is kim hominho min water and his infant

the chinese sexagenary cycle can be thought of in the image of two
enmeshed cogwheelscogwheels one having twelve and the other ten teeth so that not
until sixty combinations have been made will the cycle repeat the usual view
of the so called ten celestial stems is that they have been developed by com-
bining the five elements with yin yang dualism tables giving the names
and affinities of the ten celestial stems and the twelve branches or horary
characters along with other relevant data for showing the chinese cyclical
character system in terms of the western calendar are found in mathews
chinese english dictionary cambridge harvard university press 1956
p 1176ff1176ft

richard rutt korean works and days notes from the diary of a
country priest rutland vt charles E tuttle company 1964 ppap 162163162 163
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nephew s name is kim song chan jirefirefife in these five genera-
tions we have cognizance of the cycle of the five elements
wood earth metal water and fire in that order

the theory of the five elements entered into social mat-
ters fully as much as personal ones throughout east asia in
case of prospective marriage the five elements were called
in shuffled and consulted inin order to determine whether two
young people could expect a compatible life together since
the time of each person s birth is ruled by a given element it
was a matter of matching these elements so as to provide an
auspicious situation if a young man whose element was wood
was mated to a metal girl he would suffer as wood does from
ax and saw and chisel if he were married to a fire girl
nothing but total destruction would await him earth and
water were the only safe elements with which wood could
mate domestic happiness was often explained in terms of
the theory of the five elements

politics and the cyclical theory of history
perhaps the most substantive contribution of wu hsing in

east asian tradition has been in the area of practical politics
and the philosophy of history this development starts with
tsou yen the father of the five elements school who lived
in the fourth century BC tsou yen followed events in the
riserise and fall of ages recorded their omens and institutions and
extended his survey backward in time when heaven and earth
had not yet been born to what was profound and abstruse
and not to be examined by making citations of the revolu-
tions and transformations of the five powers he was influen-
tial in the development of a new philosophy of politics and
history changes must be interpreted in accordance with trans-
formations of the five elements

the details of this theory are treated in one section of a
text called lu shih ch un chiiuchiau 9 this work states XIII 2

whenever an emperor or king is about to arise heaven
must first manifest some favorable omen to the common

A congeriecongeniecongerie of ritual tracts prescribing seasonal activities of legalist and
taoist theorizing and containing a number of legends and anecdotes inserted
to illustrate polpoipointsntsants of doctrine traditionally this work was compiled under
the patronage of lu pu wei d BC 235255 a rich merchant who had befriended
the chin prince whose son became ruler of all china as chin shih huang ti
see james robert hightower topics inin chinese literature cambridge har-
vard university press 1962 p 9
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people in the time of the yellow emperor heaven first
made huge earthworms and mole crickets appear the
yellow emperor said the force of soil is inin ascendance
therefore he assumed yellow as his color and took soil as
the pattern for his affairs

in the time of yu founder of the hsia dynasty legend-
ary dates 2205 BC to 1818 BC heaven first made
grass and trees appear which did not die in the autumn
and winter yu said the force of wood is in ascendancy
therefore he assumed green as his color and took wood as
the pattern for his affairs

in the time of T ang founder of the shang dynasty
traditional dates 1766 BC to 1154 BC heaven made
some knife blades appear inin the water T ang said the
force of metal is in ascendancy he therefore assumed
white as his color and took metal as the pattern for his af-
fairs

in the time of king wen founder of the chou dynasty
traditional dates of 1122 BC to 255 BC heaven made
a flame appear while a red bird holding a red book in its
mouth alighted on the altar of soil of the house of chou
king wen said the force of fire is inin ascendancy there-
fore he assumed red as his color and took fire as the pattern
of his affairs

whatever will inevitably be the next force that will suc-
ceed fire heaven will first make the ascendancy of water
manifest the force of water being inin ascendancy black
will be assumed as its color and water will be taken as the
pattern for affairs when the cycle Isis complete the
operation will revert once more to soil

the yin yang school maintained that the five elements pro-
duce one another and also overcome one another in a fixed
sequence it also maintained that the sequence of the four
seasons accords with this process of the mutual production
of the elements thus wood which dominates spring pro-
duces fire which dominates summer fire in its turn produces
soil which dominates the center soil again produces metal
which dominates autumn metal produces water which domi-
nates winter and water again produces wood which domi-
nates spring

according to the above quotations from the litliilsilbs feihshihfeig chun
cauchiucah the succession of dynasties likewise accords with the
natural succession of the elements thus earth under whose
power the yellow emperor ruled was overcome by the wood
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of the hsia dynasty the wood of this dynasty was overcome
by the metal of the shang dynasty metal was overcome by
the fire of the chou dynasty and fire would in its turn be
overcome by the water of whatever dynasty was to follow the
chou the water of this dynasty would then again be over-
come by the soil of the dynasty following thus completing
the cycle although wu hsing was but a theory it soon after-
wards had its effect inin practical politics and eventually in
the pattern of chinese history

china s earliest general history the shih chicijiriki or records of
the historian written around 100 BC by ssu ma chien

145 BC to ca 90 BCbcdbc1 inaugurated the series of twenty
four chinese dynastic histories and has served as the model
for subsequent official histories written in korea and japan
chapter 28 of this history is of great importance for the relig-
iousiouslous history of ancient china it also contains vital information
on the political ramifications of the five elements theory as
anciently understood

at an indeterminate time in chinese history there was a
series of five emperors traditional dates 2852 BC to 2255
BC who succeeded three august personages from the
shih chi we learn that by 771 BC the people associated with
the small state of chin which became the foundation for
the first chinese empire were already acquainted with the
theory of the legendary five emperors and the five elements
according to this theory the four directions and the center
are bound by a sort of magic participation in the five elements
and five colors and they are ruled by five emperors and five
colors the five elements were bound to directions and colors
as follows green emperor wood east red emperor fire
south yellow emperor earth center white emperor metal
west black emperor water north

in the year 221 BC the first emperor of the chin dy-
nasty known as chin shih huang ti 246210246 210 BC con-

quered all the rival feudal states and thus created a unified

cf edouard chavannes lefleslfflej minoiresmemoiresMemoMino lyesirestyesiresryes historiqueshistonquesgiffonhiston ques de sseuseseu ma tsienTsieii
5 vols paris 189519051895 1905 the best monographic treatment of ssu ma chien
available ini

n english descrdescardescribingibi ng the form and content of his work and indi-
cating something of its imimportanceortance inin chinese history is burton watson
sfassustu ma chien grand historian njof china new york columbia university
press 19581959

max kaltenmark religion and politics inin the china of the Ts inin and
han diogenes no 344 summer 1961 202120 21
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chinese empire under the chin As the successor to the chou
dynasty he actually believed that the force of water is in
ascendancy and so according to ssu ma chien assumed
black as his color and took water as the pattern for af-
fairs the name of the yellow river says the historical
records was changed to that of power water because it
was supposed to mark the beginning of the power of water
with harshness and violence and an extreme severity every-
thing was decided by law for by punishing and oppressing
by having neither human heartedness nor kindness but only
by conforming to strict justice there would come an accord
with the five powers

in part because of its legalistic severity the chinghinch in dynasty
did not last long and was soon succeeded by the han 206
BC AD 220 the han emperors also believed that they
had become emperors by virtue of one of the five powers
but there was considerable dispute as to which of the powers it
was at the time of the founding of the han when kao tzu
the first emperor was still a commoner he once killed a great
snake whereupon a spirit appeared and announced this
snake was the son of the white emperor and he who killed
him is the son of the red emperor when kao tzu first
began his uprising he offered prayers at an altar of soil in
the city of feng and after he had won control of the district
of P ei and become its governor he sacrificed to the warrior
god chih yuyuit and anointed his drums and flags with the
blood of the sacrifice during the second year of his reign

205 BC kao tzu inquired what deities the chin rulers
had worshippedworshipped in their sacrifices to the lords on high and
was told that there had been sacrifices to four deities the
white the green the yellow and the red emperors

but I1 have heard that there are five emperors inin
heaven said kao tzu why is it that the chin rulers wor
shipped only four

when no one was able to offer an explanation kao tzu
replied 1 I know the reason they were waiting for me to
come and complete the five he accordingly set up a place

quoted in fung yulanyu lan A short hlhistorylorytory of chinese philosophy new
york the macmillan co 1960 ppap 130HO150130138HOHS138HS158

fortorwor an engrossing discussion of artistic representations of this long
lasting deity of han times see chenggheng Ttektkte k un chih yu the god of war in
han art oriental art IV no 2 summer 1958 455445 54
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of worship for the black emperor called the altar of the
north with officials appointed to carry out its sacrifices 14

also in the treatise on the calendar of the same work oc-
curs the following entry kl

the han came to power kao tzu said the holy place
of the north waited for me to give it honor he thought that
he too had obtained the favorable presage of the virtue of
water thus it can be assumed that kao tzu considered
himself as the black emperor and that consequently the han
dynasty in its beginnings reigned by virtue of water

following the han dynasty there was a lapse of interest
in the five elements as a political theory yet as late as 1911
when the last dynasty was brought to an end by the chinese
republic under sun yat sen the official title of the emperor
was still emperor through the mandate of heaven and in

accordance with the movement of the five powers

ththiss information occurs in the discussion of the feng and shan sacri-
fices in burton watson records of the grandgiand historian of china new york
columbiacolumbia universuniversouniversityi ty press 1961 11II 303130 31

chavannes 11moiresmemohei historiqueshffonquef III111 328
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the pair of japanese bronze
lanterns at

brigham young university
SCHUYLER CAMMANN

brigham young university has recently acquired a pair of
handsome japanese temple lanterns made of bronze metal
lanterns of this type were called kane doro and they were used
almost entirely as temple lanterns they were either piacedplaced
around the outside of the temple building itself or were
placed in rows in the outer gardens often lining the avenue
of approach generally they were pious gifts from individuals
who offered them in memory of some deceased friend or rela-
tive

these are no exception because the inscription says that
these were respectfully offered on june 19 1716 by a high
official of the tokugawa family which then ruled japan to
be placed in the courtyard before the mausoleum of lord
yushobusho the seventh tokugawa shogun who died inin 1716
in memory of himhirn 2 these were two out of a set of twelve
which he presented it that time

the two lanterns are practically the same in construction
so a precise description of one should serve to explain both
the basic idea of the whole structure is to represent the uni-
verse in symbolic form with all its component parts

beginning at the bottom we find a six sided base rising
above a set of conventionalized flower petals which represent
the cosmic lotus that was thought to provide the foundation of

dr cammann is a distinguished orientalist at the university of pennsyl-
vania

in addition to these two lanterns donated by lorraine allenalienailen of los
angeles brigham young university has also recently acquired forty five
pieces of eighteenth and nineteenth century oriental ivory carving in honor of
mrs pearl jones pharis

the actual inscription on the two lanterns reads
tokugawa tsuna eda junior third rank acting middle counsellor re-

spectfullyspect fully offers on the last day of the fourth month of the shotoku relanreignrelanreign
period june 191716 twelve copper lanterns to be placed in the court-
yard before the mausoleum of lord yushoyush6yusha ie tokugawa testsuguTestsugu

translated with the help of professor E dale saunders
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the earth the base itself which signifies earth or land has
three panels picturing a mythical animal called a kirinkmn and
three that were left plain for the inscription atop this is a
three dimensional representation of waves and spray to sym-
bolize the seas and water from the center of the base springs
a circular tapering shaft that supports the lamp proper and
around this coils a japanese three clawed dragon with super-
natural flames issuing from its shoulders and flanks this
middle section represents the air or atmosphere

above this resting on three dimensional clouds is the
lantern proper representing the sky around its base isis a
railing with floral panels depicting celestial flowers then
comes the actual lamp with a lattice panel covering each of
its six sides having enough openwork to allow the light to
shine through three of the panels have at their centers the
mon or crest of the tokugawa family formed by three mallow
leaves touching at their tips inside a narrow circular frame

the lantern is topped by an elaborate roof representing
the canopy of heaven resting on an intricate supporting struc-
ture simulating wood bracketing the main beams supporting
the brackets proper have embossed panels showing a tiger on
the ground and a dragon among clouds above it these op-
posing animals symbolize the yin and the yang which in old
chinese philosophy passed on to japan were the two main
forces inin nature expressed inin darkness and light passive
and active negative and positive female and male in
china these were more usually represented with a circle bisect-
ed by an S curve one side of the wavy line being black the
other side red or white but the chinese also used the tiger
and the dragon to illustrate this concept

over the main aperture of the lamp is a figure in high
relief representing a sacred mythical bird hooho o often de-
scribed as the phoenix and considered as a creature of espe-
cially good omen

the ends of projecting rafters under the roof terminate
in the heads of elephants by an artist who had doubtless
never seen the real animal elephant heads were particularly
popular in the architecture of this period and were also used
on some of the gates of the first tokugawa mausoleum inin
nikko north of tokyo
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the six sided loofroof itself has on it sixsix dragons whose
bodies curl down the ridges between the roof sections and out
of their mouths jut curling tongues from which hang wind
bells these bells differ slightly on the two lanterns pro
bably because one complete set of them was lost and had to
be replaced

one of the lanterns has on the front panel of its roof an
open circle resting upon clouds when the lamp was lit the
light shining out through this would represent the sun the
second lamp has in the same place a crescent riding on
clouds to represent the moon this was the only real differ
ence between the two lanterns when they were originally made
three other roof panels display the tokugawa crest inin open
work so that they would be quite conspicuous when light
shone out through them

atop the roof as a finial is a flaming pearl to symbolize

divine truth which isis above all things and yet pervades all

the three tongues of flame climbing its sides divide it into
three portions to represent the triratna or triple jewel sym
bolic of the buddhist trinity

such lanterns areaie rather common inin japan but it isis un
usual to find outside that country such large ones so rich

inin sculptured detail the university is indeed fortunate to

have them

editor s note masaki shibata of hokkaidoHok kaido japan has also done consid
able study of the symbolism of the lantern and of the tokugawa family only
a fraction of his elaborateelabonte notes has been translated into english



china and japan
an analysis of conflict

LEE W FARNSORTHfarnsworth

I1

since the end of world war II11 there has been a constant
seriesserlesseriesserles of conflicts involving both large and small nations I1

propose here to analyze a conflict which occurred prior to
this hoping that it lies far enough inin the past to allow per
spectivespec tive and objectivity but not so far back that it becomes
irrelevant to an understanding of current conflict obviously
we need to know more about causes of conflict if we are ever
to reduce it effectively much as a scientist must discover the
variousvarious microscopic virusesviruses in order to successfully combat
disease therefore the basic purpose here isis to bring to light
certain political hypotheses of the causes of conflict inin the
search for principles or concepts that will at least indicate
under what conditions international conflict will likely occur

the analysis will be made on the basis of certain establish
ed principles of international politics the sovereignty of
nation states the problem of overlapping national interests
particularly as differentiated between vital and secondary in-
terests

in
te the manifestation of power as the major factor inin
international conflict and the necessity to understand the law
of change

I1 have tried to show inin this paper that conflict isis more
than the result of a specific incident which insulted a na
tion s honor it includes a seriesserlesseriesserles of causes unfortunately
there is also a seriesserlesseriesserles of results it is not exaggeration to
say that the war in the pacific the chinese civil war the
korean war and the current crisiscrisis inin southeast asia are only
some of the results of the conflict under study As secretary
of defense robert mcnamara has so aptly said wars only give
us time to determine how to avoid future wars

dr farnsworthFarnsorth isis assistant professor of Poltpoitpoliticalcaical science at brihambrigham
young university and director of the new asian research institute
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II11

A survey of the traditional relations of east asia will
show that china has long been on the defensive with demands
always directed inward now paradoxically that great nation
isis reversing history

china and the powers
beginning with russia in the mid seventeenth century

demands for treaties and trade were made upon china her
response was haughty and weak great britain led off the en-
suing assaults inin the opium war which resulted in the series
of unequal treaties which the celestial kingdom was forced to
accept these treaties were to seriously infringe upon chinese
sovereignty by forcing the opening of ports ceding territory

hong kong charging indemnities controlling tariffs estab-
lishing extraterritoriality and yielding special western en-
claves and spheres of interest the more rights and privileges
given the more need of western power to protect those rights

by 1900 the germans had mining and railway concessionsconcessions

inin shantung the russians were building railways from siberia
to manchuria the french were working mines in kwangtungKwangtung
kwangsiKwangsi and yunnancunnan and were building a railroad towards
these provinces through china s former vassal state of indo-
china the british had leased weihaiwei and kowloon and
had issued a warning that the yangtze valley was her special
area of interest and the americans were preparing the first
note on the open door policy

japan and the powers

like china s japan s first modern contact with the west
resulted in a forced acceptance of an unequal treaty after
more than two centuries of isolation commodore perry s

black ships in 1854 convinced japan of the efficacy of open-
ing up limited trade and coaling stations

whereas china had rejected western technological ad-

vances japan adopted them in conformity with the charter
oath of 1868 proclaimed by the young emperor meiji that

knowledge and learning shall be sought for throughout the
world in order to establish the foundation of the empire
japanese missions soon began to spread throughout the world
in search of new ways and techniques to strengthen the polity
of japan
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japan was soon dissatisfied with being the unequal partner
and sought revision of the treaties although the united states
was sympathetic it was only the british who could lead the
way which they did only in 1894 after being satisfied that
japan had modernized her legal codes and courts

these events were humiliating and degrading to japan she
had been bombarded by punitive squadrons missionaries had
been forced on her and her own concessions won from china
had been wrested from her only to fall into the hands of rus-
sia a few years later these conditions in japan and eventual-
ly in china were bound to bring forth a national reaction
among a people who had so recently seen themselves as a

nation for the first time As japan s relations with china are
surveyed it will become obvious where these anxieties thus
produced were to be directed

china and japan
in 1871 japan became the first asian power to enter into

a treaty with china the treaty of peace and amity gave japan
commercial rights in part similar to those enjoyed by western-
ers japan was not only no longer a vassal to the middle
kingdom she even obtained a greatly modified form of ex-
traterritorialitytra territoriality although she failed to obtain the usual for
western nations most favored nation clause japan was on
her way to demonstrating her equality albeit at the expense
of china

in the next three decades japan intensified this drive for
equality in 1874 a punitive mission was sent to formosa be-
cause of the murder of several okinawanokinaganOkinawan sailors by abori-
gines this mission not only challenged china s sovereign
claim on formosa but also asserted japan s protective sover-
eignty over okinawa and the ryukyus previously considered as
under the suzerainty of china in 1876 japan recognized an-
other chinese vassal state korea as an independent state with
the same sovereign rights as those of japan

in the 1880 s japan imposed western style indemnities
on korea for japanese deaths inin that country in 1894 one
week after the signing of the equality treaty with great britain
japanese seized the royal palace inin seoul and overthrew the
government of the king the result was war with china

the treaty of shimonoseki was signed april 17 1895 and
included indemnities and land concessionsconcessions although a tri
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partite intervention of russia germany and france forced
japan to return the liaotungLiao tung peninsula to china only to be
taken by russia inin 1898 japan had manifest her equality
with the west by humiliating the giant of asia

china in the eaiealeallyeailyearlyly twentieth centumcentuicenturyy
the patterns established inin the nineteenth century con-

tinued into the twentieth the treaty powers having carved
china into their respective spheres of interest now sought
to stabilize the status quo by proclaiming through the united
states that china s territorial and administrative integrity must
be protected and declared the open door to be the guiding
principle for equal and impartial trade with all parts of the
chinese empire

the japanese were not satisfied with the status quo how-
ever and after joining inin a treaty of alliance with the mighty
great britain inin 1902 proceeded to attack and defeat russia
inin 1904 obtaining her spheres of interest inin north china
manchuria and north korea furthermore japan having an-
nexed korea inin 1910 now saw herself not only as equal with
the west in china but as having a preeminentpre eminent interest the
japanese political scientist masamichi royama wrote that al-
though japan cooperated generally with the western powers
11 it was nevertheless tacitly understood by the majority of the
japanese people that she had special relations with the asiatic
continent upon which she depended for her economiceconomic security
and future prosperity no matter what policies the western
powers might pursue

japan s vital interests on the mainland for relief of
population pressures obtaining raw materials and satisfying a
growing power drive reached its first peak in the twenty
one demands of january 18 1915 had china accepted these
demands in rototototwo it would have meant the yielding of sover-
eignty to japan As it was china agreed wholly to nine of
the demands partially to five and rejected seven this parti-
cularly strengthened japan s influence and control of north-
east china and manchuria

A contemporary japanese apologist pointed out that japan s

sphere of interest was minute compared to others he argued
that the lessons of imperialism were learned from the west

masamichimasainkhi Roroyamayania foreign policy of japandaanapan 191419391914 1939 tokyo japanese
council institute of pacific affairs 1941 p 60
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remember that it was not japan that originated the
idea of sphere of interest it was because european powers
were bent upon dividing china into so many spheres of inin-
fluence that japan was obliged to step in and take such
measures as might be necessary to safeguard her position inin
the far east that might arisearise from the unhappy condition of
china

kawakami was especially biting towards the protests from
the united states and the american people

the trouble with the average american is that he per-
mits the nonessentialnon essential details of japan s recent diplomatic
negotiations with china to obscure the mainmalnmainmaln point upon
which japan s policy hinges that point isis her desire to be-
come the dominant factor inin the molding of china s destiny
call it an asiatic super monroe doctrine if you will the
name is immaterial the important thing is that japan the
only asiatic nation efficient enough to escape the yoke of eu-
ropean domination isis aspiring to the leadership of other
asiatic nations to me this isis a laudable ambition with
which america whose traditional policy has been to keep
europe at arm s length must sympathize once this point is

frankly conceded even the apparently obnoxious group V
of the japanese demands isis easily understood

though there were protests from the west in response to
criescries for relief from the chinese government none were more
than moralistic utterances america s open door policy ap-
parentlyparent ly was the same because acting secretary of state lans-
ing informed the american legation in peking in 1914 that it
would be quixotic in the extreme to allow the question of
china s territorial integrity to entangle the united states in
international difficulties 4

in the 1920 s the japanese yielded most of the privileges
thus won back to china in return for international recognition
as a world power included in the variousvarious treaties signed by
japan and the west were guarantees of china s sovereignty
similar to those of the earlier open door notes japan also
joined inin signing the ill fated pact of paris which renounced
war as an instrument of policy in this case however japan

K K kakawakami japan and the open door century XCIII de-
cember 1916 p 284294

oaidtaid p 287297
fthfrhgoreianFin eteneignetem reiaRelaRelatreidrelarrelationrelatinnrelatloniatoutinnloni of the united sidessiessics 1914 supplement washingt-

on DC united states government printing office 1928 p 190
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took special note that manchuria was within its sphere of de-
fense and was still a vital interest

asia and metherhe weftwestvestpest in the twentieth century
although the early twentieth century seemed to be moving

from a state of tension to a period of calm there were un-
seen but dangerous currents which more than offset the possi-
bility that the utopian hopes of the decade of treaties would
reach fruition chief among these was the reaction of the
western nations notably that of the land of freedom and
equality the united states to the immigration of orientalsorientaleOrient als

beginning with the chinese exclusion acts continuing
through the head tax on chinese inin california declared un-
constitutional and the sharp limitations of japanese by washi-
ngton and california legislatures and culminating inin the
1924 exclusion acts the policies were ill designed to promote
international conciliation A japanese scholar later noted that
japan had accepted its responsibilities in the washington
treaties while the united states responded with the exclusion
acts no act on the part of a foreign power could have
given a stronger argument to japanese conservatives for con-
tinentaltinental expansion these same treaties were used later by
the militaristsmilitarisms as proof of the inability of civilian government
to exerciseexercise sound judgment in protecting japan s vital interests

As if a portent of the future despite the fact japan was
now showing greater respect for the growing independence
of china the failure of the japanese government to send
troops to defend her citizens at nanking during an uprising
there in 1927 led to the collapse of the general baron tanaka
cabinet even though no foreigners including japanese were
injured at that time the successor government did not fare
much better although it did carry out a more positive policy
towards china in 1928 the manchurian warlordgarlordwar lord chang tso
lin who was considered to be a puppet for japanese ambi-
tions bolted to the nationalist chinese when he failed to

receivereceive japanese aid in expeditions against the nationalists
whereupon the japanese young officers in manchuria plot-
ted chang tso lin s death hoping his son chang hsueh liang
would be more amenable to control he was not A crisis re

royama p 55

fatsujitatsujira tsulitsuji takeuchi the background of the sino japanese crisis amer
asiuasidaridavid june 1981938 p 186
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suited in tsinanksinan in north china and on april 19 1928 japan-
ese troops landed there to protect japanese property and resi-
dents and to keep chiang kai shek from the void of power
which would be detrimental to japan s interests there 7 the
liberals in japan were incensed that the japanese were risking
a fight against the chinese nationalist army for the sake of
some remote apprehension about her future position in man-
churia 8 with the withdrawal of the troops on may 2 1929 it
was only a short time before the government fell again under
conservative pressure

the new chinese government further alienated the japan-
ese with a new tariff schedule which imposed heavy duties on
japanese goods under these circumstances reported take-
uchi liberal elements found it extremely difficult to convinceconvince
the people whose lot was becoming progressively worse that
continuation of a liberal policy would be beneficial to the
country 9 the world depression made japan s chinese in-
vestments even more vital to her economic survival by 1931
her investments in china were second only to those of great
britain but by percentage there was no comparison as a per-
centage of total overseas investments british investments in

china were 595.959 percent whereas those of japan represented
81.9819819 percent 10

illlii
japan as a participant in conflict

the strict japanese hierarchical relationships were such

that they could cause the nation to succumb to conflict caused
by a few well placed leaders there is a proper station for each

person in the society and respecting that condition is what
brings social tranquility this requires a high degree of disci-

pline and loyalty particularly inin relation to the emperor who
had become the focal point of all loyalty ruth benedict in

her classical study of japanese culture pointed out how the
hierarchical system was transferred to international relations
by the japanese government s practice of introducing interna-
tional notes with the idea that the basic aim of her policy was

Roroyamayantayania p 434

ibid
takeuchi p 188

ibid
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to enable each nation to find its proper place in the world 11

in the hierarchy china had strangely enough become the
backward young brother who needed assistance in finding his
proper station

we have already seen that economically japan s need for
sources of raw materials for industry and markets for finished
goods made the loss of these sources dangerous for her eco-
nomicnomic survival takeuchi says that the high tariffs of the west
35335553555533353353.333.3 in free trade great britain and 41541.5415 in the united
states gave rise to a new feeling of desperation among
japanese in their struggle for civilized existence herein lies
the basic cause for japan s expansionist tendency 111212

within japan a number of patriotic societies such as the
amur river society erroneously called the black dragon
society whose name indicates the demand to extend japan-
ese influence into north china came into being the fanati-
cism of these societies increased to such an extent that it led in
november 1930 to the shooting of a prime minister he died
eight months later on may 15 1932 another prime minister
was assassinated bringing to an end the few and futile years
of party government in 1936 more assassinations were carried
out and the criminals became national heroes because their
acts were intended solely to protest the place of japan and its
emperor

A final factor in japan s warmakingwadmakingwarmaking potential was her
image of china the official image of china as depicted by
the chief delegate to the league of nations was that al-
though japan had inin 1922 envisioned a peaceful and unified
china the china of 1932 was one of disunion and an-
archy with the militarist struggles threatening the core of
china itself communism he declared has deeply en-
trenched itself in the heart of the country and the habit of
civil strife has become engrained and endemic As for the
people they are misled much terrorized and much misrepre-
sented and their main desire is to enjoy in peace and quiet
the results of their industry 13 the conclusion reached by the

ruth benedict the chrysanthemum and the sword new york hough
ton mifflin co 1946 p 44 this isis an excerpt from the note to the united
states of december 7 1941

takeuchirakeuchi ppap 18485184 85
japan delegation to the league of nations the bancMancManbuncmunmanchuriamanchunanmanchurichufichuribuhanhunanan question

geneva 195319331955 ppap 121312 13
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japanese was that china was badly in need of an elder brother
to help straighten out her internal confusion

china as a participant inin conflict
the conditions in china though more unsettled were not

quite as complex as those in japan it is certain however that
levels of tension capable of producing external conflict were
present albeit in a rather negative sense

after centuries of a stereotyped form of confucianism
with its ancient and rigid patterns of social relationships
china was in a woeful condition of upheaval following the
coming of the west the adjustments from archaic ideas to
a modern view of the world and practical education was slow
and painful with the fall of the last dynasty inin 1911 control
of the country degenerated into two rival governments and
numerous areas controlled by warlordswar lords the people were nocnor
sure of any authority except that of the family and the various
movements toward national unity received little grassroots
support

in spite of the efforts of sun yat sen yuan shih k ai and
chiang kai shek the plight of the peasantry in the decade
after 1915 became so wretched that a truly revolutionary
atmosphere was developing in the countryside 14 the nation-
alist triumph eventually brought a modicum of control and a
few reforms but it could not gain full control especially
through democratic means and was forced to establish a tute-
lary government the nationalist party established on com-
munist party lines thanks to the soviet advisers to sun yat
sen became the basic decision making organ still the internal
political structure remained so corrupt and weak as to almost
invite interference

militarily the prime aim of chiang was to suppress the
communist soviet areas of china while dealing diplomatically
with japan over north china and manchuria perhaps this
was all he could do the lytton commission which investigat-
ed japan s attack on manchuria reported that the local army
inin manchuria was generally independent of nanking and its
officers controlled all public offices nepotism corruption
and maladministration continued to be the unavoidable con-
sequences of the state of affairs this state of affairs
however was not peculiar to manchuria as similar or even

fred greene the far earteast new york rinehart 1957 p 112
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worse conditions existed inin other parts of china 10 even
chiang undoubtedly inin an effort to arouse his people noted inin
1934 that from the standpoint of military preparedness we
are not fit to be called a modern state furthermore he
cited menciuscencius wisdom that a kingdom must first smite it
self and then others will smite it inin warning that further
weakening of china would invite further external encroach
ment 17

As for the image of the opponent it was ambivalent on
the one hand china saw japan as a barbaric and uncivilized
upstart challenging a superior inin the hierarchy of nations on
the other hand the chinese also viewed japan as a progressive
oriental nation successfully countering the western imperial
istsests As one chinese writer noted japan is like a man who
has made a lot of money in a short time but does not know
how to spend it yes japan has built up vast organizations
he asserts and because of this she claims the right to be con
sideredridered among the first rank of civilized nations but he con
eludes japan today isis not civilized she isis merely mechan
izediced

IV
the beginning of conflict

in the spring of 1931 a captain nakamura of the japan
ese army wandered into inner mongolia from manchuria
he was dressed as a civilian and apparently carried documents
variously identifying himself as a doctor a commercial trader
and a soldier nakaamuraNakaamura managed to get himself killed inin a
small village apparently over a gambling debt japan immedi
atelyabely demanded both justice and honor the chinese were slow
and evasiveevasive but finally met the demands of the japanese on
september 17 1931 19

the following night despite these actions of the chinese
the japanese military machine went into action and with a
minimumminimum of resistance occupied the city of mukden and half
a dozen other strategic points inin south manchuria a move

15japan delegation to the league of nations ppap 282928 29
david N rowe china among the powers new york harcourt brace

1945 p 13
chiang kalkai shek china f foreign relations nanking ministry of

foreign affairs 1935 ppap 454 5

bruno lasker and agnes roman propaganda from china and japan
new york american council institute of pacific relations 1938 p 93

american council institute of pacific relations conflict inin the farfaifat east
new york 1932 ppap liff
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which even surprised the tokyo government which had been
pursuing a policy of conciliatory diplomacy faced with a
fattfaittattfairjair accompli however the government could do nothing ex-
cept publicly support the move while privately struggling to
regain control of the destiny of japan 12020

the spark that ignited the conflagration was an explosion
which cracked the fishplate at the junction of two rails on
the south manchurian railway damage so slight as not to
even slow down a train passing the spot shortly afterward 2

by january of 1932 japan had advanced to the great wall
and controlled more than half of manchuria and had attacked
shanghai as a result of anti japanese riots and boycotts there
killing thousands of chinese manchoukuo under the ex
emperor henry pu yi had been proclaimed inin manchuria 2

this pattern of an attack following almost impossible de-
mands continued through the entire period of 1931371931 37 finally
escalating from the level of incidents to all out war

claims and demands
japan claimed at the league of nations that chaos inin

china was endangering international relations japan s ac-
tions were to 11 prevent the development of war and were
11 therefore in conformity with the league of nations 221 furt-
hermorethermore japan had a special position inin china as a result
of exceptional treaty rights plufpluspiusaluf the natural consequences
which flow from her close neighborhood and geographical
situation and from her historical associations although japan
still did not have a general and vexatious right of inter-
vention it did have a position in which she must defend
herself with uncommon energy against military attack 11224 the
japanese delegation pointed out how even the lytton com-
mission had admitted japan s vital interests in manchuria
when it reported

there isis probably nowhere in the world an exact parallel
to this situation no example of a country enjoying in the

ibibidid p 13

ibid21ibid

interestingly enough japan waited nearly a year before recognizing the
new puppet regime probably inin anticipation of another nation leading the
way

japan delegation to the league of nations p 7
ibid p 30
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territory of a neighbouringneighbouring state such extensive economiceconomic and
administrative privileges 25

when someone suggested that there be a measure of inter-
national control over manchuria the japanese made it clear
that this was contrary to their vital interest

in this connection let me state clearly once and for
all that the japanese people will for reasons too patent for
me to feel necessary to explain oppose any such attempt
inin manchuria you can be sure of that we do not mean to
defy the world at all it is only our right 21il

japan claimed even after occupying canton that her de-
sire to establish a new order in asia was based on the
firm conviction that it and it alone will offer the real solu-
tion for the agelongage long problem independent strong and pros-
perous china 27

china for her part merely demanded that there be no
violation of her sovereignty with economic cooperation based
upon the principles of equality and reciprocity according to
chiang who was willing to acknowledge japan s natural in-
terest in manchuria what we have been striving for inces-
santly is nothing more than our existence as a nation and co-
existence with other countries in the family of nations 21

the growing attacks of japan led to a brief unification of
china to resist japan and save the country japan coun-
tered by sending more troops into north china resulting in
the chinese announcement to the world that its vital interests
were still being violated and further appeasement was at an
end chiang is quoted as follows

the safety of lukouchiaolukouchlao is a problem involving the
existence of the nation as a whole whether the incident can
be amicably settled comes within the comprehension of the
term limit of endurance if we abandon as much as
an inch of our territory to the invaders without attempting
to defend it then we shall be guilty of an unpardonable sin
against our race 2021

V

it isis recognized that part of the failure to deter conflict
was the failure of the available international machinery to

25ibidibid
261bid261 aidbidald p 13
27 royama27royama p xi

chiang ppap 686 8
19royama p 117
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uphold its covenant to protect nations from unprovoked at-
tack and japan warned that she would violently oppose any
attempt to do so the roots of the conflict however are found
elsewhere

national pride of japan had much to do with japan s at-
tacks exclusion acts in both the united states and australia
led professor takeuchi to remark

you have closed all doors to our men and goods else-
where and yet insist on the open door only in china we
have a population that isis increasing at the rate of nearly one
million a year and they must be fed rightly or wrong-
ly the japanese people are not convinced that the world has
been fair with them 1

japan as a sovereign nation was unwilling to allow in-
ternationalternational interference in her desire to protect what she
viewed as her vital interests she exerted her power to do
so and not meeting resistance continued on the road to con-
quest

china also sensed that her vital interests were in jeopardy
from japan but lacking sufficient power had to appease
japan s demands who in turn exerted more power to make
the position even more secure

just as japan had announced her intent to fight for her
vital interests so china also had to fight eventually or lose
her sovereignty and nationhood clearly the vital interests
of china and japan had come into conflict and war was the
inevitable result japan knew the consequences because each
time she made a demand which violated china s vital interests
reinforcements were usually on the way all of the sugar
coated moral underpinnings of saving china and arranging
the hierarchy of nations in true perspective could not hide the
fact that japan was committing aggression

finally there was widespread neglect of the law of change
the west failed to recognize until too late how powerful
japan had become and how interdependent economically the
world had become despite depression it further failed to
realize the dangers of racial discrimination in international
relations

both japan and the west failed to recognize the changes
that were going on within china the new noises of nation

takeuchi ppap 190igo19091gi91
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alismalisa and desire for international recognition so recently
heard in japan itself were ignored as if they were mere im-
polite stomach rumblingscrumblingsrumblings japan was thirty years too late as
far as accomplishing her ends inin china were concerned

the contest was inevitable as was the eventual outcome
the conflict was a real education to the world but as isis so

often the case the lessons have not been remembered inter-
national organization is still only a facade behind which the
sovereign states vie for position with their power the law
of change is consistently ignored and challenges of overlap-
ping vital interests are everywhere upon us we wonder if an-
other broken rail can be the cause of another conflict in a

day when the arsenals of nations contain nuclear weapons
weapons which the awakened giant so recently abused now
possesses



the postwar appeal of communism
in malaya vietnam and

the philippines

RAY COLE HILLANIhillam

from 1948 to the mid fifties malaya vietnam and the
philippine islands were seriously threatened by communist
led insurrections the constituted authorities in malaya and
the philippines were able eventually to suppress the insurgents
but in vietnam the french were less successful the challenge
of these insurgents was partly the result of the dynamic appeal
of communism in these three varied but similar revolutionary
situations

what did communism seem to offer
frustration was the raw material of the postwarpost war insurrec-

tions in the philippines malaya and vietnam it mattered little
whether those who revolted were filipino peasants vietnam-
ese intellectuals or chinese plantation workers in malaya
frustration tied them all into a brotherhood of revolt for a
variety of reasons many turned to communism

for some communism provided a simple and often accept-
able explanation for their deplorable environment and lack
of opportunity according to communist pronouncements was
it not the western imperialists who seized their countries
transforming them into colonies for purposes of economic
exploitation was it not the west which was responsible for
the growth of famines and epidemics for the mass expropria-
tion of the land of the native population and for the inhumane
conditions of labor in vietnam was it not the french who
deceitfully raised their standards of liberty equality and

dr hillam is assistant professor of political science at brihambrigham
younayoungyoun university

jane degras ed the communicommunistcomminift Internalinternationalionallonallonai 191919431919 1943 documents
new york oxford university press 1960 11II 535
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fraternity whileI1 violating the indepindeaindependenceenden and equality of
the vietnamese2vietnamese2

in addition western imperialism became a convenient
scapegoat since self judgment is difficult and sometimes pain-
ful it was easy to transfer the responsibility for political and
economic underdevelopment to factors difficult to control such
as colonialism whether justified or not many assumed that
their miserable conditions and their inability to do much about
them were a result of western imperialism

many were receptive to communism because it portrayed
itself as a decisive enemy of western imperialism and the
champion of national independence this portrayal enabled
the communists to pose as genuine nationalists for instance
ho chi minh of the communist vietminh repeatedly made
conciliatory statements to collaborate tactically with noncomnon com
munists in order to win popular support his militant op-
position of french imperialism and close identification with
the movement for vietnamese independence enabled him to
emerge as the most decisive and active champion of vietnam-
ese nationalism in malaya and the philippines the communist
insurgents made every effort to champion the cause of anti
imperialism and to identify themselves with the cause of
nationalism 1

many also felt communism provided an effective strategy
for seizing power the strategy as it developed in china under
the leadership of mao tse tung caught the imagination of the
vo nguyen giapsgials of vietnam the chen pengsbengs of malaya and
the luis tarucsmarucs of the philippines this attraction was not
only stimulated by the success of mao s strategy in china
but also by the prospects of achieving personal power

finally communism also seemed to offer a dynamic pro-
gram for rapid self directed industrialization and moderniza-
tion many reacted to the material achievements of russia
much as the chinese reacted long before the communists
seized power in china mao said

quoted inin the communist declaration of independence for vietnam
september 2 1945 see allan B cole ed conflict inin indochinaindochlna and inter-
national repercusrionsrepeicussionsrepercussions A documentary history 194519551945 1955 ithaca new york
cornellcornel 1 university press 1956 ppap 192119 21

the failure of the movements in malaya and vietnam were partly a re-
sult of the inability of the communist to exploit the anti colonial and na-
tional attitudes of the people
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there is much inin common or similar between the situation
in china and prerevolutionaryrevolutionarypre russia feudal opposition was
the same economic and cultural backwardness was common
to both countries the october revolution inin russia
helped the progressive elements of the world and of china
as well in determining the fate of the country the
conclusion was reached that we must advance along the path
taken by the russians 4

the progressive approach of the russians when adopted
and perfected by the chinese was particularly attractive to
the frustrated intellectuals of vietnam malaya and the philip-
pines

who found communism appealing
many in the west assumed that the appeal of communism

in asia was greatest among the peasant class the appeal of
communism was greater among the intellectuals who in turn
usually identified peasant demands with their own political ob-
jectivesjec tives they acted as the intermediary between the com-
munist movement and the manifestations of peasant unrest
the communist appeal usually filtered through to the peasants
by first becoming the political outlook of the intellectuals it
was the intellectuals who provided the ideas leadership and
organization to give peasant unrest its direction

the students were also receptive to communism highly
impressionable and closely associated with the intellectuals
many were enthusiastic followers of the new wave of the
future they became the transmission belt of revolutionary
ideas from the intellectuals to the urban and peasant classes
in communist controlled areas they were often assigned as
cadre to supervise reconstruction and reform projects

the broad base for the communist movements was usually
provided by the peasants lenin in speaking to a group of
asian communists said it was imperative to apply communist
theory and practice under conditions where the peasant is the
primary class of the masses since china had few proletariat
mao tse tung had to rely on the peasant winning the peasant
support proved crucial to the communist victory in china in
the philippines the communist leaders received their principal

mao tse tung on peoples democratic rule new york new century
publishers 1950pp1950 appp 242 4

av5vV 1I lenin report before the second all russian representatives con-
gress of the communist organizations of the eastern peoples works mos-
cow 1932 XXIV 54251542 51
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support from the peasants while less important in vietnam
the peasants were a significant factor in the success of the
communist vietminh

the urban population which formed a broad base of
communist support in malaya and vietnam was also receptive
to communism in vietnam almost half of the vietminh guer-
rillas were recruited from the urban population in malaya
most of the communist guerrillas were urban chinese their
movement in turn was largely supported by the mmmin yuen
a secret organization receiving much of its support from the
urban population

since communism is so closely allied with nationalism
some members of the business and landlord classes were
deceived into accepting the revolutionary objectives of com-
munism indeed some of the communist elite came from the
well to do or aristocratic classes As a rule few were receptive
but some yielded to the pressure of a new democracy with
mere passive support from some members of the business and
landlord classes the communists came close to achieving their
ideal a united front of all classes

why was the intellectual attracted to communism
A western education made the intellectual particularly

vulnerable to communism because it condemned him to a form
of separate existence he became accustomed to western ways
and had little interest inin returning to the kind of life unbefit-
ting his new status many acquired a split personality one
concluded that

we are habitual schizophrenes divided within ourselves and
resentful of this division this resentment may flare up
into hostility and may turn us inin hatred against what we
have loved the west as it had made us unwhole for life 7

the inability to find their proper place in society produced a
reservoir of frustrated intellectuals who in a state of restless-
ness were searching for an answer to their dilemma since
many were sensitive to the need for national independence and
the achievement of an economic and social revolution and
since many had developed an anti capitalistic bias and a conviccondic

george K tanham communist revolutionary warfare the vietminhviet ninh
inin indochina new york frederick A praeger 1961 p 58

han su yin A many Splendorsplendoreded thing boston little brown and com-
pany 1952 ppap 298299298 299
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tion that state sponsored programs were the only answer to the
enormous problems of underdevelopment they saw in com-
munism a solution to the future and perhaps more important
a means of personally directing the future

many intellectuals on the other hand had mixed feelings
about communism but they were willing to tolerate its un-
desirable aspects with the hope of rapid industrialization and
eventual democratization in order to meet the challenges of
underdevelopment and to catch up they were convinced that
they must telescope centuries into decades while some pre-
ferred methods of consent the urgency of the matter tempted
them to accept the more rapid route of coercion they justified
the latter on the basis that the future justified the present in
the words of one intellectual

many of the best the more honest among the intel-
lectuals chose they forsook individual personal free-
dom for a larger self than their own although it meant a
control and a discipline stern and repugnant to a part of
them they chose what might overwhelm them not through
cowardice nor through opportunism but because they had a
social conscience they loved their people and they had a
deedeep need to be whole again unfrustrated in serviceservice to alangland so much inin need of them they chose against them-
selves renouncing the small liberty of one so insignificant
seeming when faced with the spiritual challenge of com-
munism inin lands where freedom from hunger has never been
known they relinquished a difference which had made them
alien among their own people for a shared oppression
which would free their energies for the good of mankind s

why was communism appealing to the student
students were among the first to join any new movement

for change since they were young ambitious adventurous out-
spoken and forward looking they found it easy to cultivate
high political economic and social ideals unlike their elders
they could afford all these privileges because they had rela-
tively little to lose

they had acquired a deep sense of ambivalence toward all
things western and a criticism of things indigenous they react-
ed against traditional parental control arguing that their elders
were too old fashioned to understand the world of modern
politics in malaya one student had the following to say

widoidoij
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my father was a very old person and naturally had no poli-
tical ideas when I1 was a young child I1 used to obey
my parents but as I1 got older I1 realized they knew very lit-
tle about affairs and that only young people understood
ooliticsoliticspolitics 9

since they had been raised in a political atmosphere of
violence many were convinced that hostility and aggressive-
ness were characteristic of political activities and that physical
violence was likely to be the final arbiter one ex communist
youth said my father was a quiet man I1 used to like
to argue a lot and fight with people that is why I1 was in-
terestedte inin politics another said

my father knew nothing about politics if he ever heard
any fights or quarrels he would get afraid I1 never heard
him discuss political questions or argue with people he
never swore at people and therefore I1 know he never
belonged to any party or association he was a person who
was afraid of affairs 1

this attitude toward politics made it easy for the young to
accept the violent expressions of marxism leninism when the
communist party assumed the most active and dynamic force
in the community the students were impressed because of their
unrest they were inclined to hitch their ambitions to any dyna-
mic forward looking political movements which posed as the
symbol of resistance to things both western and indigenous

many were swept up by the patriotic enthusiasm of the
new order the passionate idealism of the new order ex-

pressed with heart stirring words with love of country and
giving purpose to living making death negligible dazzling
today with songs of glorious tomorrows genuinely inspired
the hearts and minds of the young

in some cases where emotionalism for the new order
did not win their support the communist concept of leader-
ship by an educated elite would do the trick the prospects of
achieving positions of leadership and responsibility in the new
order were attractive to those students who were restless and
anxious about their future

incianinclaninchan pye guerrilla communism in malaya its social and political
meaning princeton new jersey princeton university press 1956 p 167

ibid1ihid p 168
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phywhy did the peasant go along with the communists
the vast majority of the peasants were landless and alienatalienate

ed by landlordism this alienation was a result of abusive
treatment and resentment also many peasants learned to resent
the negative and indifferent attitude of their government the
communists exploiting this situation agitated and politically
organized them with promises of land and an improved status
once the new peasant government took over

the peasants however were rarely moved by ideological
arguments in the philippines only a minority of those who
joined the communist movement were influenced by com-
munist ideology n many were moved by such simple slogans as

land for the landless in vietnam some simply waited to see
who was to winwin before they made any commitment they cared
little about the ideological question nor did they understand
it they wanted to belong to the future and would support the
faction which seemed to be winning

some peasants however had no choice they were either
tricked or forced to join the movement one peasant youth
told how he was invited by the guerrillas to assist them inin
carrying their supplies into the jungle by the time they arrived
at their destination he had become convinced to remainremain
with them another was invited to volunteer in exchange
for the release of his kidnapped sister it was hoped that these
irregular means of recruiting would soon be forgotten and
through proper indoctrination the victims would become ef-
fective communist guerrillas

when support could not be won through subtle techniques
of persuasion and deception the communists often resorted to
more drastic means of striking fear into the peasant masses
the assassination of government officials and village leaders
became a common objective and citizens who collaborated
with the government were marked for torture and assassinaassassinsassassin
tion the communists however made a genuine effort to gain
popular support through persuasion often they backed up
their promises by initiating reform restraining the abusive
conduct of the landlords and inin some cases turning the land
directly over to the peasants

in interviews conducted among 95 ex communist huksauks alvin H scaff
concluded that well over half became members without being moved by ideas
alvin H scaff the philippine answer to communism stanford california
stanford university press 1955 p 116
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conscious of the importance of popular support the com-
munist guerrillas were directed to do everything within their
power to befriend and assist the peasants even during the
most hostile periods of the campaign they sought their friend-
ship and support in the philippines they were instructed to

clean the houses provided by the people speak inin a
friendlytonefriendly tone buy and sell things fairly return the
things we borrow pay for the things we destroy
do not do and even refuse to do things which may harm
the people all actions that may encroach upon or harm
the people are forbidden any offender of this rule will be
severely punished forcing the people to work for the
army is forbidden coercion beating or insulting the people
are forbidden help the people in plowing transplant-
ing harvesting or in cutting wood whenever it does not
hinder the actions of the army 12

this kind of behavior was often contrasted by the abusive
treatment of the peasants by the philippine constabulary forces
or the traditional conduct of asian military forces

why was the urban class receptive to communism
the newly urbanized which included the uprooted people

who had not found social and economic security were often
attracted to communism they were either lured to the city
or driven to it and in the process they saw the possibilities
for a much better life the obstacles to the achievement of
their aspirations however led to a high degree of restlessness

the problem of rapid population growth without industry
to absorb the growth was a pressing problem since the need
for labor did not expand much the result was low wages
and unemployment it was largely these newly or misplaced
urbanized elements who dissatisfied with their lot found
their way into front organizations and eventually into the
communist party

many were attracted to communism because they saw it
as a means of gaining security status and a formal recognition
of their capabilities some saw it as the most effective means of
1 career advancement one ex communist in malaya said he
never thought he could be anything except a worker but the
party made him dream that he could become an official in

luis taruc bombornboaboyn of the people new york international publishers
1951953 p 69

pye p 31717
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spite of the difdlfdifficultiesficulties in becoming a member of the communist
party the standards were not too high provided a person had
some leadership ability as well as dedication achievement as a
communist did not require the ability or recognition that is often
required in fields of western knowledge since revolutionary
zeal became the prime criterion communism gave the less edu-
cated an attractive opportunity

did communism appeal to the business and landlord classes
the communist approach in asia was adjusted to appeal to

the business and landlord classes as well theoretically they
were supposed to be the final link in what is commonly re-
ferred to as the united front in reality few were deceived
into thinking that they had a future with communism the
most that was achieved was the softening of their resistance

some indication of how their role was visualized was re-
vealed inin the following remarks

As communists we consider that you are exploiting your
workers but we realize that at the present stage of china s

economic development such exploitation is unavoidable and
even socially useful what we want is for you to go ahead
and develop production as fast as possible and we will do
what we can to help you you may be afraid of what will
happen to you and your family when we develop from new
democracy to socialism but you need not really be afraid if
you do a really good job in developing your business and
train your children to be first class technical experts you will
be the obvious people to put inin charge of the nationalized
enterprises and you may find that you earn more as managers
of a socialized enterprise than as owners 4

in the early phases of the movement even the landlord class
was given reason to think its members might have a future
with communism the pacification of both the business and
landlord classes was aided by the fact that it was futile for
them to resist

summary
communism seemed to offer the frustrated filipino viet-

namese and malayan a simple explanation for their conditions
and a convenient scapegoat for their dilemma it posed as
genuine nationalism while portraying itself as the most decisive

quoted by michael lindsay in 0 van der sprinkel ed neunew china
london 1950 p 139
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enemy of western imperialism and its imposed institutions
also it provided an effective strategy for seizing power and
finally it offered a dynamic program for rapid self directed
industrialization

what communism seemed to offer was not uniformly ap-
pealing to all sectors of the people the appeal varied accord-
ing to cultural differences conditions of development and
even differences within a given class generally the appeal was
greatest among the most significant element of asia the intel-
lectuals somewhere down the line depending on the situation
the students peasant and urban classes fell into place

the nature of communism s appeal was also varied because
of the broad scope of the appeal the intellectuals and stu-
dents were attracted for related yet quite different reasons
this was likewise true of the peasants and urbanized where
the intellectuals were impressed with the logic of their position
as leaders the students were impressed with the idealism and
emotion of the movement the peasants and working class
were attracted by the simple slogans of land for the land-
less and jobs for the jobless

of course the attraction to communism was largely the
result of a high level of individual and collective frustration
resulting from the aspiration to overcome poverty ignorance
disease unemployment and a measure of other problems as-
sociatedsocia ted with underdevelopment and a long experience with
colonialism and war this condition produced a vulnerability
to the efforts of the highly motivated communist revolutionary
who seemed to provide the people an escape from their pro-
blems



politics and religion on china s

mongolian frontier
PAUL V HYER

there are many factors involved in the shaping of modern
mongolian history and one of the more significant aspects is

that of japanese influence which must be considered inin the
discussion of virtually every field whether political social
economiceconomic or some other from the turn of the century japan-
ese activity in mongolia rapidly increased culminating in

japan s occupation of a large part of inner mongolia for a
decade and a half from 19511931 to 1945

one thesis proposed here is that a basic tenet of japanese
expansion was the belief that asian peoples could be influ-
enced or controlled through their traditional religious institu-
tions A case in point isis japanese policy towards lamaist bud-
dhism which had long dominated mongolian society the fol-
lowing treatment of japanese handling of a particular religious
institution for the purposes of expansion and control offers
insight into the objectives and methods of a significant group
of japanese officials and also offers insight into the ecclesi-
astical politics of lamaist buddhism this account of a japan-
ese plan for restoring a new incarnation of the grand lama of
urga now ulan bator or mongolia is based largely on inter-
views with individuals concerned and the absence of docu-
mentation makes it difficult to check particular details 1 the
events summarized here may be the last but not the least in-
triguingtriguing chapter in the four hundred year history of the jeb
tsundambatsundamba khutukhtu most famous and powerful of mongo-
lian living buddhasbudihasBuddhas

dr hyer is coordinator of asian studies and associate professor of
history at brigham young university

in pursuing research on the chchineseinese frontier areas the wrwriterter personally
interviewed the dilowadilola living buddha in july 1957 and in april 1960
later during a stay in japan and taiwanra iwan 196319641963 1964 many more interviews
were made with mongol refugees and with key japanese persons who have lived
in mongolia for many years the dilowadilola a central figure in this report is a
rare person who made the transition from the feudalfeudalisticisticcistic mongolia of pre
revolution days to america in the atomic age

escaping from communist arrest in outer mongolia in the early 1930 s
he fled to inner mongolia which came under japanese occupation at the
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background of the jebtsundambalebtsundamba
understanding the importance of the role of religion inin

mongolian politics particularly the institution of the jebtsun
damba and hence the desire of certain japanese to make use
of it for their own purposes requires some background of the
jebtsundamba s whose role inin mongolian history isis analogous
to that of the more famous dalai lama inin tibetan history
just as the dalai lamas have been both temporally and relig
louslyiouslymously supreme among tibetansTibetans so also were the jebtsundamba
khutukhtus supreme among the mongolsmongels for several centuries
historically the jebtsundamba isis revered by mongolsmongels as an
incarnation of the indian saint taranathamaranathaTa ranatha who first appeared
inin tibet in 1537 as a hubilgan or incarnation he became
famous through variousvarious cultural accomplishments inin tibet
went to mongolia inin the early 1600 s as a part of the process
of assimilating lamaist buddhism to mongolia and was there
reborn as a mongolian incarnation later this first mongolian
jebtsundamba went to peking gained the favor and friendship
of the kang hsi emperor and was recognized as the religious
leader of all mongolia indeed as the preeminentpre eminent figure inin
mongolia during the entire period of the manchu dynasty

164419111644 1911 and the early republic

the chinese showed great deference to the jebtsundamba
inin following generations but at the same time imposed con-
trols fearing the possible resurgence of a strong mongol na-
tion one stipulation was that subsequent incarnations must be
found in tibet and thus it was six jebtsundambas were tibet
ans only two were mongolsmongels such manipulations prompted
lattimore s comment that the reincarnation doctrine isis more
political than divine and invented as a justification for the
fact that those who controlled the political power found it
convenient to select the incumbents of church office

the jebtsundamba as a symbol of religious power or unity
inin mongolia weathered the storm of china s 1911 revolution
and russia s 1917 revolution with their liberationslibe rations and
1 counter liberations at the time of the siberian expedition
of the united states and japan 1918211918 21 the jebtsundamba
made an official appeal to the japanese government for aid

time later he was captured by the chinese and held during world war 11II
finally making his way to tibet and thence to the USU S where he died at over
eighty years of age inin april of this year I1 am greatly indebted to most of the
indimdiidualsiduals mentioned inin the text for valuable information
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against mongolia s two overbearingover bearing neighbors during the
early period of the communist revolution inin mongolia 1921
because the jebtsundamba wielded enormous influence as head
of the lamaist church he was retained as a clever device of
the soviets to cloak the revolution in outer mongolia how-
ever when the last jebtsundamba died inin 1924 the soviets
forbade any search for a new incarnation and those suspected
of plotting such a thing were purged

origin and purpose of japans plan
for a puppet jebtsundamba

the issue of searching out a new bubilbubilganhubilgangan was not raised
again for more than a decade until mongolia came under
japanese influence inin the 1930 s the japanese usually gave
attention to the unique historical background of regions they
occupied and studiously adapted policy to traditional culture
and local customs accordingly several groups of japanese at-
tempted to reinstitute a new incarnation of the jebtsundamba
in inner mongolia they were obviously seeking control
within mongol society as well as power which would be
effective against external enemies the chinese and russians
this could be facilitated by gaining sanction for their policies
through a new incarnation of the jebtsundamba instituted
under japanese auspices those in the role of authority in a
society usually attempt to justify their rule by linking it with
religious symbols sacred emblems or legal formulae which
are widely believed in and deeply engrained through a jeb
stundambastundamba the japanese hoped to invest themselves with moral
or legal justification for their actions

soon after the manchurian incident inin formulating policy
for outer mongolia a japanese colonel mitsuji yano pro-
posed the restoration of a jebtsundamba incarnation but it
remained a paper proposal only the real attempt to carry
out a restoration plan came in the western area of mongolia
in the autonomous state which was set up by prince teh after
breaking away from china with japanese assistance

there were probably restoration discussions and plans cur-
rent among traditionally oriented mongolsmongelsMongols unrecorded and
unknown in detail but concrete measures to set up a new jeb
tsundambatsun damba came from the japanese in two or three separate
attempts one originated inin the cultural affairs section of the
hsinganhsinfan bureau or mongolian administrative office of man
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chukuochukuro directed at the time by shinjiro takatsunatakatsunoTaka tsuna the plan
seems to have originated with and been carried out by toku-
shiro goshima of this office with colonel yano of the general
staff as an advisor goshima contacted the anchanchinan chchinin living
buddha of tibet who had been the chief intermediator be-
tween the dalai lama and the exiled panchen lama and who
had come to peking in 1938 apparently to establish relations
with the japanese because lhasa tibet is the fountainheadfountain head
of lamaistlantLannaistalst buddhism such a tibetan connection was necessary
inin gaining backing or sanction for a new jebtsundamba

the cooperation of this tibetan was obtained inin carrying
out a plan for setting up a japanese base inin lhasa by smug-
gling japanese into the country disguised as members of the
anchanchinan chchinin s party the military intelligence organization of
japan s kwantungKwan tung army sponsored the tibetan expedition
which was financed by the south manchurian railway com-
pany though the party was successful in reaching tibet the
anchanchinan chchinin khutukhtu was unable to obtain approval for the
proposed reinstitution of a jebtsundamba this may be due to
the fact that the anchinan chin became involved in a coup d6tatdetatd etatbetat

against the ruling regency in tibet the japanese agent taken
into the country by the anchanchinan chchinin had to leave the country be-
cause of suspicion regarding his identity another had been
dropped from the party just before it entered tibet due to ill-
ness had this preliminary operation been successful the en-
gineeringgi of a jebtsundamba restoration would next have been
attempted

another plan for a restoration which seems to be quite
distinct and unrelated to the above operation was developed
by a group centered around colonel kanagawa kosaku one of
the most famous of japan s old mongol hands and military
intelligence men in mongolia it was kanagawa who was parti-
cularly active in promoting the cult of genghis khan later in

the 1940 s at wang yeh miao the japanese faced two major
problems in attempting this ambitious scheme to restore the
jebtsundamba

first was the matter of obtaining the support of prince teh
head of the mongolian government next was the old problem
of gaining the sanction of tibet for assistance in negotiations
for carrying out the plan kanagawa called in inokuchi sanzo
from the holonbierHolon bier region of eastern mongolia a man of
long experience who spoke mongolian fluently
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at this point another tibetan lang tsang was brought
into the picture he had close contact with the japanese army
in the holonbierHolon bier region and had probably been recruited by
inokuchi since both came to kalgankalcrangalgan from north eastern mon-
golia lang tsang is described as an opportunist an ambitious
young lama originally from the labrang monastery in ching-
hai

lang tsang approached prince teh on the proposition of
a new jebtsundamba prince teh approved the idea but not
without some misgivings he said that a new incarnation would
be allowed and even welcomed as long as it was under the
proper circumstances the dilowadilola khutukhtu a principal fig-
ure in the plan claims that there was no significant opposition
among the mongolsmongelsMongols younger men with positions of responsi-
bility inin teh wang s government have expressed the view that
the majority of mongolsmongels would not have responded favorably
to such a scheme they feel that only the older more conserva-
tive generations would have supported the plan this is a
moot question

prince teh instructed lang tsang that inin order to be ac-
ceptableceptable a new hubilgan or incarnation of the jebtsundamba
must be approved by the tibetan authorities the japanese
could not avoid gaining sanction from tibet for the installation
of a new incarnation because both the dalai lama and the
panchen lama had died and because their incarnations had
not yet been found only the sa kya grand lama remained
from whom sanction could be obtained lang tsang boasted
that he could accomplish this task and received a letter from
teh wang requesting an oracle of the sa kya lama the rank-
ing patriarch of the sa kya line now a refugee from tibet
affirms inin an interview that representatives came to tibet and
discussed the problem of the jebtsundamba khutukhtu but
he was young at the time and recalls nothing of the details

the dilowadilola informs us that lang tsang was able to obtain
an oracle from the sa kya for direction in finding the incarna-
tion he reportedly enlisted the aid of ja mu yan chin chia
muyangmu yang the famous living buddha of the labrang monas-
tery inin kansuhansu province the sa kya s pronouncement was
given inin very vague terms the dilowadilola quotes him as saying
the sign shows a new incarnation will be found in the chin-

ese direction but it will be difficult to find him when lang
tsang returned to mongolia inin the summer of 1939 he brought
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with him besides the sa kya s oracle a letter from the labrang
living buddha stating there isis a boy of dragon age inin amdoaado
and the calendar indicates the boy must be eleven years of age

the implication of the labrang khutukhtu s action in inter-
jecting himself into the affair was obvious he hoped to be
able to select and install an incarnation which would extend
his influence and open new sources of wealth lang tsang
also seemed to be promoting the scheme in order to associate
himself with the power and wealth which inevitably flowed
to the court of a high khutukhtu teh wang was displeased
with this new turn of events and disapproved the opportunistic
arrangements made by lang tsang thus this attempt to in-
stall a new jebtsundamba was also unsuccessful

it isis at this stage that the dilowadilola khutukhtu from outer
mongolia became involved in the plan when he escaped from
outer mongolia inin 1931 he had hoped that the japanese
would serve the needs of the mongol nation however he was
disillusioned by the actions of some of the japanese officers
and advisers and although he preferred japanese rule to
chinese or russian he had a long cherished desire to make a

pilgrimage to tibet however leaving the japanese area was
not an easy matter though he had been successful in secretly
negotiating with the british inin peking for a visa to tibet an
opportunity to leave had not yet arisen the dilowadilola mentioned
to sain bayar a trusted lieutenant of prince teh his desire to
go to tibet sain bayar knew of the jebtsundamba plan and
conceived the notion of helping the dilowadilola by means of this
plan to get to tibet

lang tsang the tibetan had failed in his attempt more-
over the dilowadilola khutukhtu was the most logical choice to im-

plement a restoration he was from outer mongolia and had
been very close to the jebtsundamba in the past prince teh
approved this new proposal partly for his own reasons sain
bayar convinced the japanese of the advantages of working
through the dilowadilola As an important outer mongolian living
buddha he would have the approval and cooperation of most
mongolsmongels who were united religiously through lamaism
though divided politically under china russia and japan

this points up one of the main reasons for japanese inter-
est in the plan namely pan mongolism both japanese and
mongol sources agree that this was a factor involved inin the
proposed reinstitution one russian remarked the chinese
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emperors disappeared from the stage of political events but the
living buddha continues to be a center for the pan asiatic
idea

unensechin pao kuo yi son of sain bayar informs the
writer that the japanese plot was to set up the new incarna-
tion of the jebtsundamba as a strong appeal to the mongolsmongels as
a whole especially to the mongolsmongels in outer mongolia
under the flag of the jebtsundamba mongolsmongels were to be per-
suaded to fight for a pan mongolia in mongolian govern-
ment circles prince teh deferred to the dilowadilola declaring that
he was neither opposed to the plan nor enthusiastic about it
but that without fail the sa kya lama must be contacted if the
plan were pursued the dilowadilola khutukhtu was authorized
to persuade the I1 dalai lama to announce the new incarnaencarnaincarna-
tion of the jebtsundamba in inner mongolia and one of the
children of the ruling princes was to be the choice possibly one
of the children of teh wang according to japanese intelli-
gence sources the youngest son of prince teh was to be the
new jebtsundamba

regarding his departure for tibet in the fall of 1939 the
dilowadilola remarks the japanese evidently thought they could
use me as an agent As it turned out his expedition was short
lived when he arrived in hong kong he was arrested and
flown to chungking A high lama companion da lama was
allowed to continue his journey to lhasa the dilowadilola was
unsuccessful in persuading the nationalist government to
allow him to complete his pilgrimage to tibet instead he was
placed under detention and remained the better part of world
war 11II at omel shan a temple center in ssuchuanSsuchuan apparently
there were no further attempts on the part of the japanese to
restore the grand lama of mongolia after the failure of the
plan noted here

in conclusion it may be noted that though we are unable
to observe what might have happened had the japanese been
successful in setting up a new jebtsundamba we can see in
this case an example of an age old problem the role of relig-
ion in the struggle for power religion in this case lamaism
bybv the use of powerful emotional sanctions can strongly in-
hibit necessary changes ultraconservativeultra conservative mongolsmongels with vest-
ed interests maintained that because lamaism had traditionally
acted as a conserver of attested social values it should not be
changed that instead the status quo should be maintained con
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verselyaversely a new jebtsundamba and a lamaism controlled by the
japanese could so prepare public opinion that it would be easiereaslereasiereasler
to break down traditional barriers and give the new order an
ethical justification

just as japan modernized the most rapidly of all asian
countries while at the same time clinging tenaciously to such
traditional institutions as the emperor system so also inin the
lamaist world of mongolia the japanese pushed rapid re-
form while at the same time trying to preserve reinstitute or
develop such traditionally oriented institutions as the jeb
tsundambatsundamba living buddha of urga the emperor pu yi P uiu i

of the ching dynasty or a nationalistic state cult of genghis
khan at wang yeh miao these institutions of course would
no longer be the same they would be traditional forms given
new meaning inin japan s greater east asia
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the 1964 mormon bibliography follows the pattern adopt-
ed in the previous issues of the brigham young university
studies it consists of items noted in the 1964 vav5 mor-
mon americana a cooperative listing of books dealing with
utah and the mormonscormonsMormons in the following only items concern-
ing the church have been considered

A librarian and bibliographer on first receiving a new
book on mormonism examines it bibliographically that is finds
out when it was published and by whom if it has been en-
larged from a previous edition what material has been used to
create this work and if it is adequately indexed it is unfor-
tunate that many of the regional publishers are very careless in
these areas

the problem of edition rather than printing is one of the
most confusing for persons trying to collect all editions of a
given work the 1961 edition of the naked communist by
W cleon skousen is listed as the tenth edition yet has been
copyrighted only three times the 1963 printing of essentials
in church history by joseph fielding smith is listed as the
eighteenth edition and though it has been revised many times
no difference isis apparent between the eighteenth and the
seventeenth editions on the other hand A marvelous work and
a wondervondervondeyponder 1961 edition places 1950 on the title page but on
the verso reads revised printing 1961 the differences be-
tween edition and printing are very important to the scholar
who needs to know whether the material has been revised
these two terms have definite accepted usage for instance
the 1957 printing of no man knows my history by fawn
brodie published by alfred knopf has that date on the title
page but on the verso states published november 22 1945
second printing january 1946 third printing june 1946
fourth printing march 1954 fifth printing may 1957 the
scholar has thus been told that the work has not been revised

although webster s dictionary does not make a clear dis-
tinction between these two terms scholars and publishers are
well aware of it the definition of an edition as given in geog
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frey ashall glaister s an encyclopedia of the book london
george allenalienailen and unwin ltd cl960c1960 is the whole number
of copies of a work printed from the same set of type and
issued at any time an edition may consist of a number of imim-
pressionspressions if the matter is not altered to any appreciable extent

italics ours an impression or printing isis defined as all
copies of a book printed at one time from the same type or
pap1plateate

A more serious problem isis that of bibliography or biblio-
graphic citations this is particularly critical in a subject as con-
troversialtroversial as the mormon church for years many important
sections from whitney s history of utah have been ignored
by the careful scholar due to the fact that this great work lacks
bibliography or citations and material should not be used
which cannot be verified on the other hand de profeet der
mormonenMormonen joseph smith by M H A van der valk has such
a long and complex bibliography 1395 bibliographical entries
and 601 citations that one must conclude that mr van der
valk had no scholarly ability to eliminate those materials that
would not contribute to his thesis A long bibliography and a
multitude of citations will never take the place of critical eval-
uation

an example of modern lack of bibliographic care is he
walked the americas by L taylor hansen an attempt to show
that in the legends and ceremonies of the indians there is
proof of christ s visit to the western hemisphere unfortunate-
ly not a legend has a bibliographic citation with the result that
the scholar is not able to examine the original to see if the
material is out of context translated incorrectly or even
exists there is a bibliography in the work but it is almost im-
possible to use it is unfortunate that an otherwise provocative
book should be rendered relatively useless by the lack of scho-
lastic apparatus
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alienallenailen james B mormonism inin the twentieth century by james B

alienallenailen and richard 0 cowan provo utah extension publica-
tions BYU 1964

andrus hyrum the glory of god and mans relation to deildelldelideity
provo utah extension publications BYU 1964

deweyvilleDeweyville centennial committee deweyvilleDeweyville centennial 186419641864 1964
deweyvilleDeweyville utah deweyvilleDeweyville centennial committee 1964
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freedgood seymour mormonism rich vital and unique fort-
une LXIX april 1964 136139136 139 168 171173171 173

jacobson pearl F golden sheaves from a rich field A centennial
history of rachrzchrichfieldfield utah richfield richfield reaper 1964

kimball stanley B compiler sources of mormon history in illinois
183948 an annotated catalog of the microfilm collection at
southern illinois university carbondale illinois the library
southern illinois university 1964 bibliographic contributions
no 1

klassen joe co hab hunts in the mormon territory the trail
guide published quarterly by the kansas city posse the west
erners VIII september 1963 1141 14

knecht william L history of brigham young by william L knecht
and peter L crawley berkeley california masscallmarscallMas sCall associates
1964 masscallmarscallMassCall associates 2855 telegraph avenue A copy of
three manuscripts early records of utah incidents inin utah
history and utah historical incidents manuscripts inin ban
croft library

proper david R joseph smith and salem in salem institute
historicalhisaHist oncal collections C april 1964 8897 joseph smithsmithss
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allred gordon T if a man die salt lake city bookcraft 1964
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print of original edition

smith joseph fielding answers to gospel queslionsquestionsQueslions vol IV salt
lake city deseret book company 1963

sperry sidney the problemspioblems of the book of mormonmofmonmoemon salt lake
city bookcraft 1964

taylor john the gospel kingdom salt lake city bookcraft 1964
reprint

mediation and atonement salt lake city 1964 litho
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coleman arthur D the john and nannie onealonezloneil family provo
utah the author 1964

cowleyowley matthias F wilford woodruff history of his life and
laforslaboislabors salt lake city bookcraft 1964 reprint of 1909 edition

dransfield jennive clarkdarkoark anders petersonpeaPet eison families 186219621862 1962
provo utah peterson family organization 1964

gregerson edna J the Alelalellorsmellofshellofslorslory through the yeatsyears orem utah
art city publishing co 1964

hatch nelle spilsbury mother janes storystotstof wasco california sha-
fer publishing co 1964 jane redd spilsbury early colonizer of
the mexican mormon colony

hilton eugene hugh the fustfirst mormonnormon hilton his progenitorspiogemtois and
descendants oakland california hugh hilton genealogical
society 1964

larn hubert fantastic hilda pioneer history personified swed-
ish pioneerPione ei XV april 1964 6376657663 76 interview with hilda
erickson of grantsvilleGrants ville on her 104th birthday she crossed the
plains in 1866

perry hannah laurielaune hair the huirhaihair family history provo utah
the author 1964

thomas mackay family organization descendants of thomas mac
kay utah plonerPioneei vol 1I los angeles california 1964

smith albert E T thaleshalesbalesbates hastings haskell pioneerPioneproneei scout explorerexplores
indian missionaryMissiohailnafy 1847190978471847 1909 salt lake city the author
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spencer seymour H life summary of orsonof sousonfou spencer salt lake city
mercury publishing co 1964
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184418611844 1861 salt lake city university of utah press august
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late on father s day

I1 always try to take him apples red delicious if I1 can
or if it s winter danjou pears just losing
their autumn hardness and gaining a hint of gold
he still loves fruit
just so he always brought home fruit
watermelonsWatermelons long and green that cracked
before the knife to draw it through or cantaloupe
webbed with gray so unpromising until the knife
revealed the salmon meat within peaches cots cherries
pears wonderful return we thought
for the lustreless potatoes onionsonions cabbages he took away
often a box of bananas too ripe sometimes but still
A treat for us and in depression days a whole
gunnysackGunny sack of day old doughnuts took some picking
to get all the hairs of burlap off but warm I1 em up
and they re as good as new

9

the bringer of all things good
we ninenine we ate a lot

but I1 remember too with what enforced reluctance came
those dimes and quarters and nickels from pocket
to impatient hands even when we d earned them
hoeing endless weeds in endless heat down endless rows
and I1 remember worse the pain and hurt
in eyes that should have danced we d waited long
and fussedbussed too much in front of banks

too early up he roused the house with shaking grate
and sound of knife through kindling wood started breakfast

cooking
on burning fire and left for warehouse or for farm
to get things going forgot about the meal
or any routine of wife and home he ate if he ate
when nothing else was pressing played with us
if he played in snatches but always went with us to church
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those days are gone and so isis she
like the danjou pears I1 take to him he s mellowed much
long years hard work we ninenine his debts her pain
we watched him watch we watched him help
we watched him hurt we watched him pray
we watched her pay the price of pain and pay the price
of growth both ours and his but price they shared
no mellowing from banker s pain depression s pain
hardened but her pain mellowed

without her now we re all he has
and so I1 try to bring him fruit

he brought us ffruitruit
and still he brings us fruit

marden J clarkdarkoark



book reviews

JAMES R CLARK ed messages of the first presidency I1 salt
lake city bookcraft inc 1965 ppap xxvxiv 415 4504504.50

in compiling the messages of the first presidency profes-
sor clarkdarkoark isis seeking to perform a vital and helpful work to
latter day saints the official pronouncements of the first
presidency are of utmost importance particularly those from the
formative period of the church professor clarkdarkoark commences
this volume with a preface and an introduction after which
he compiles inin chronological order those available statements
letters discourses etc which he considers as official pro-
nouncementsnouncements the first 251231 pages concern the administration
of joseph smith while the remaining 152132 pages contain the
administration of brigham young between july 1844 and
october 1849 until december 1847 brigham was acting
inin the capacity of president of the quorum of the twelve
apostles while the index is fairly adequate it omits some
items for example the editorial on the gift of the holy
ghost pages 145149143149145143 149 isis not listed under holy ghost there
isis no table of contents evidently professor clarkdarkoark feels that
the chronological listing of documents with the index he
personally prepared isis sufficient to give the reader the neces-
sary assistance in finding specific items within the volume

As an aid to the reader professor clarkdarkoark has also written
introductions to some of the items included in his compilation
in his introduction to the proclamation of the twelve apos-
tles of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints etc he
assigns the authorshipsauthorships to wilford woodruff citing an article
by william H reeder jr as his authority but while dr reed-
er commences his article with the statement that wilford
woodruff was instructed to write this proclamation he gives
no proof whatever to support his assertion BH roberts as-
signs the authorship of this proclamation to parley P pratt
indicating that it was published by wilford woodruff see
history of the church VII 558.558 A study of the literary
style of the document in question with other facts that have
a bearing on the subject supports the statement by roberts
obviously dr reeder mistook the publisher for the author
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while professor clark s own efforts inin making this com-
pilationpi lation commenced at an earlier time he and sixteen LDS
educators worked together on the project as part of a course
assignment at brigham young university during the summer
of 1960 later he obtained a research grant to continue his ef-
forts and with the cooperation of the church historian s off-
icef ice he indicates that the collection of messages was expanded
until it isis believed that the collection isis substantially com-
plete for the period from the establishment of the first presi-
dency inin 1833 AD to date nevertheless he states that final
completeness is not claimed because of human limitations
the materials in volume one however with the exception of
three items are taken exclusively from the history of the
church and in the opinion of this writer two of these items
cannot appropriately be classified as messages one isis a per-
sonal letter by the prophet to his wife emma and the other
is a poem in which joseph smith placed section 76 of the doc-
trine and covenants in verse neither of these items was con-
sidered by joseph smith as an official declaration

the work of gathering the official pronouncements of the
first presidency during the administration of joseph smith
apparently has been approached by professor clarkdarkoark with a
view first to compile all known statements that bear the sig-
natures of all members of the first presidency here his work
conforms to his stated intent there are some statements that
bear the signatures of joseph smith and one other member of
the presidency that are not included in addition he has
selected at his own discretion other representative statements
letters discourses etc of joseph smith which he considers to
be authoritative in an effort to reflect the role of the prophet
as the presiding officer in the church during this early period
this means that his compilation isis not a complete collection of
all authoritative statements of joseph smith as president and
prophet of the church for example professor clarkdarkoark states
that this compilation beganbean some years ago with his own file
which he labeled revelations not inin the standard works of
the LDS church yet there are several revelations to joseph
smith that are not inin the standard works which he does not
include in his compilation to illustrate there are revelations
to the prophet concerning certain individuals within the
church including reynolds cahoon frederick G williams
isaac morley edward partridge warren parrish harvey whit
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lock and brigham young see ibid 11II 299 300 302303502303302305502503502302 303305505
311 315316315 316 III111 2323.25 of a different nature there isis also a
revelation concerning the twelve and another on the status of
those who die in ignorance of the gospel but who would have
received it had they heard it in mortality see ibid 11II 300-
301 380.380580

in other ways professor clarkdarkoark has been selective the
first presidency was not officially organized until march
1833 and prior to that time joseph smith made certain of-
ficial pronouncements but while professor clarkdarkoark includes the
prophet s letter to NE seaton an editor at rochester new
york he omits such declarations as joseph smith made inin the
conference held october 25 1831 and the official statement
he published in the evening and the morning star I1 aug-
ust 1832 22 entitled the honorable men of the world

again some letters written by the prophet are considered
by professor clark to be official declarations and are there-
fore included in his compilation these include certain letters
written to individuals but other letters by the prophet which
this writer feels are equally important in the development of
the church are not included among the latter is a letter writ-
ten by joseph smith to william W phelps november 27
1832 and a letter by joseph smith and elias higbee to hyrum
smith and the high council of the church at nauvoo written
from washington DC december 5 1839 part of the letter to
phelps has been excerpted and placed in the doctrine and
covenants however the remaining portion fits logically into
the categorycat egory of material compiled inin this volume and it would
not have been inappropriate to have reproduced the full letter
the prophet s letter from washington is of vital importance
and was directed to an official body within the church inin-
structingstruc ting them on pertinent issues that then faced the church
other letters by joseph smith that are not included in this
compilation are some of a political nature written to john C
calhoun and henry claydayoay the prophet never considered his
mission as being limited to the religious sphere of life he also
spoke officially on current political issues and george Q can-
non for one looked upon these declarations as official state-
ments to men who were leading the political destiny of the
country joseph smith s letter to calhoun in particular is a
classic document in american political thought and is of the
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utmost importance inin seeing the relationship the saints then
had with the nation and its leading figures

in the area of political affairs professor clarkdarkoark isis also selec-
tive in that he includes joseph smith s views of the powers
and policy of the government of the united states as the
prophet s declaration to the nation on political economy writ-
ten for use in his campaign for the presidency of the united
states in 1844 but he does not include president smith s ap-
peal to his native state vermont which is also an important
statement in the area of pronouncements to the citizens of
the country

finally professor clarkdarkoark includes in his compilation certain
discourses declarations etc made by the prophet on a variety
of subjects here again he is selective in that which he inin-
cludes inin his compilation for example he reproduces an edi-
torial written by the prophet on the gift of the holy ghost
but omits another editorial of equal importance on a similar
subject area entitled try the spirits 11 see ibid IV 571-
581 the later editorial is of particular importance in light
of some problems the church had had with spurious revela-
tions from unauthorized individuals again on april 8 1844
joseph smith declared in an official statement to the church
that he had received instructions from the lord that the
whole of america is zion and that the saints could thus build
up stakes of zion inin all areas of the land this meant that
they did not have to remainremain in the area of missouri and illinois
to build up zion but could go elsewhere and find a haven
from the oppression that was being heaped upon them upon
the basis of this declaration the saints made their great exodus
to the west but while brigham young termed the prophet s

declaration a perfect sweepstakes and a perfect knockdownknock down
to the devil s kingdom professor clarkdarkoark does not include it
in his compilation

professor clarkdarkoark has been faced with a problem of what to
include in his compilation in this volume of his work he has
chosen to include all known statements bearing the signatures
of the first presidency and inin addition to supplement these
statements with miscellaneous materials of a representative
nature to illustrate the role joseph smith played in develop-
ing the church and its doctrines while this approach will not
be necessary inin the future volumes of his work some will
agree that undertinder the circumstances it is appropriate in this in
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itialfitial publication others however will argue that this forma-
tive period isis of such importance that a compilation of this
kind should include all authoritative statements by the pro-
phet whichever viewview one takes professorprofessor clarkdarkoark isis to be com-
mended for the contribution he has made inin initiating a work
of this kind if after he has published the remaining volumes
he sees the need for a different approach to be taken on this
early formative period a future edition could be more inclu-
sivesive inin its scope

hyrum L andrus
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G A williamson the world of josephus boston little
brown and company 1964 ppap 313 600goo6.00600

the historical writings of the jewish historian josephus
371003710037 100loo AD are our best source for knowledge of conditions
in palestine during the first century AD the english classiciseclassiciscclassicizeclassicise
G A williamson has tried a new approach to the study of this
controversial figure by relating him more comcompletelypletelylately to his
palestinian and roman background about four fifths of the
book isis devoted to a description of the life of josephus and the
political cross currents in palestine their relation to the roman
empire and the final explosive jewish revolt against rome
667066 70 AD the career of josephus is intimately associated
with these events in his role as a jewish aristocrat diplomat
and commanding general against the romans in galileegalileo he
was defeated and captured early in thethinthid war then he became
a roman partisan and negotiator who tried to persuade the
jews to submit to rome the leading personalities and events
of the immediate prewarpre war period and the war are set forth with
sharp descriptive and narrative skill by the author to a large
degree williamson presents his account from the exciting and
dramatic eyewitnesseye witness perspective of josephus jewish war sup-
plementedplemen ted with his own scholarly commentary

the last thirty years of the historian s life were spent
in rome as a highly favored prot6g6protege of the flavian emperors
vespasian and titus who commanded the roman forces in
the jewish war he received wealth roman citizenship and
imperial protection from the slander and conspiratorial pro-
secutionsecution of bitter jewish enemies this hostility is understand-
able because of his changing sides during the war and the
pro roman bias of his jewish war he devoted this time to lit-
erary activity he learned greek and was aided in his writing
by learned greek assistants and a wealthy patron epaphrodiepaphrodit
tus

he wrote the jewish war about 75 AD to correct the in-
accuraciesaccuracies of greek writers of that episode and to honor the
achievements inin it of his imperial patrons towards the end of
his life he wrote jewish antiquities to present the great histori-
cal and religious heritage of his people to a hostile gentile
public about the same time he wrote his life which is almost
entirely devoted to a violent defense of his conduct in the early
months of the war because of the charge inin a recently pub
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lisheddished book by a jew justus of tiberiasbiberiasTiberias that he had agitated
the war he also launches a vitriolic attack on the activities
of justus himself as an agitator for revolt there are many flat
contradictions between his account in the life of his role
in the war and the account inin his jewish war his last pre-
served work is against aplonapiou a learned and literary refutation
of the many false criticisms leveled against the jews and their
religion by sophisticated greek intellectuals led by aplon of
alexandria josephus manifests here a genuine and deep devo-
tion to the faith of his people

williamson shows clearly why josephus has been the sub-
ject of extended and bitter scholarly controversy for many years
in his evaluation of josephus as a historian he avoids the ex-
tremes of unduly harsh criticism and high praise the faults
of the jewish waywar are very real with its harsh judgments and
biting attack upon his personal enemies the many long speech-
es 0of jewish and roman leaders the boasting and self vindica-
tion of the author s own conduct the highly dramatic exag-
gerationgeration inin the tales of stupendous heroics horror violence
suffering and the enormous battle statistics furthermore
there is constant adulation of the brilliant strategy resource-
fulnessful ness courage and virtue of vespasian and titus how-
ever this display of rhetorical distortion and bias must be
viewed inin the light of contemporary greek and roman
historiography viewed in this context josephus was merely
following the conventions of the historical guild on the other
hand his collection of numerous sources including the memoirs
of vespasian and titus his basic accuracy in the account of
the war except wherein he was personally involved his de-
scription of palestinian geography battle topography the city
of jerusalem roman military engines weapons legionary for-
mations and discipline and tactics are essentially accurate and
valuable history the antiquities is far inferior in historical
quality to the jewish ularwarvar it isis history from adam to 66 AD
most of it is based on the old testament supplemented by
legends and the author s imagination its literary style is dry
and involved except the description of the reign of herod the
great whose vivid and full account is based on the greek
historian nicolaus of damascus

A work of such extensive description and analysis as will-
iamson s is bound to raise some questions of emphasis omis-
sion and interpretation the long historical survey is largely
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confined to the outstanding leaders and political events one
could wish for a more penetrating analysis of basic political
issues and causes likewise there isis little attention to funda-
mental social and intellectual trends that are pertinent to the
background of josephus there isis a superficial treatment of
contemporary jewish religion and hardly anything about the
role and significance of the law of moses the phariseesPharisees are
given an extremely negative image not in keeping with recent
scholarly studies nevertheless it isis a most interesting well
written and informative analysis of josephus his life charac-
ter and significance as a writer and historian inin his relation-
ship to the vital and complex events of his time

russel B swensen
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JOHN B COBB JR A christian natural theology westmin-
ster press philadelphia 1965 ppap 288 6506.50650

can the existence and if so the nature of god be known
independent of specific religious experiences the answer

yes and attempts to vindicate it are known traditionally as
natural theology they are extremely rare on the contem-

porary scene for the barthiansBarthians the project is a futile with-
drawal from the faith state for the humanists a throwback
to defunct scholastic assumptions or fraudulent protestant
value theory for the fundamentalists it is dangerous intellecintellect

tualizingtual izing for the existentialists it is the idolatric identification
of religion with finitude typically the informed layman finds
it suspect either because it seems loosely unscientific or because
it does not touch on matters of the heart

alfred north whitehead party because he predatedpre dated most
of these outlooksout looks was not fettered by them seeking models by
which to account for reality in all its fulnessfalness and variety he
was perhaps the last of the grand style metaphysiciansmetaphysicians more
fascinating because he was an acknowledged master mathemati-
cian formal logician and philosopher of sciencescience whitehead is

the starting point for the natural theology of the book under
review but the result is a composite of whitehead and the
author john B cobb jr offers a summary supplement to
whitehead as an alternative to contemporary trends it amounts
to a religious redefinition of secular experience

mormonscormons may be startled to find views they have espoused
on grounds of reason and revelation defended on grounds of
reason alone once one ceases to be awed at whitehead s ter-
minologyminology he may still be mystified at the method by whatever
procedure whitehead bridges three chasms as if they didndian t
exist first the language gap both the relations and attributes
of god can be stated in literal language second the dualism
of being and becoming whitehead as well as his disciple
hartshorne balances traditional static with dynamic terms
holding if anything that the static terms absolute unchang-
ing infinite etc are inin need of denial or qualification the
conclusion of his book process and reality is that even in and
for god process isis reality third the godmangod man cleavage god
isis not utterly other and man is not utterly corrupt white-
head isis unafraid of praising man as creatorcocreatorco whose gran-
deur and dignity are a reflection of god in other words for
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whitehead the infinite qualitative distinction between the
divine and the human isis not infinite not qualitative and not
a distinction neither by the way are the usual distinctions
between men and animals

beginning with pure possibilities eternal objects the cos-
mos as a society of occasions substantial activity and a telos
or thrust creativity whitehead is constrained to introduce an
envisaging principle of limitation this can only account
for the ordering rule if it is an actual entity it becomes in
whitehead s later thought or at least in cobb s a living be-
ing further on whitehead s principles god to be susceptible
to the occasions of experience which open to him a rich
synthesis of this and all other worlds must have physical
feelings it is therefore whiteheadianWhitehea dian to speak of god as
having an aim primordial in him as in man toward inten-
sity of feeling whose ultimate appetition is toward the
strength of beauty hence god is described as having consciconaciconsci-
ousnessousness purpose vision knowledge wisdom love thus god
for whom man is not an inappropriate model is personal the
mirror who discloses to every creature its own greatness reli-
gion in methe making ppap 15455154 55

whitehead goes further god being involved in the actual
processes of the universe is a lure to man there is temporal
successiveness in the divine nature unlike man god knows
no perishing of experience there is living immediacy in god
of all his and all our experiences unlike man he preserves in
memory all values in complete conscious form there is spatial-
ity in god at least in the sense that he has a standpoint
and thus contra orthodoxy may be somewhere unlike man
his touch with everywhere is direct and non inferential he is
numerically one hence union with him is literally impos-
sible his freedom is not unlimited whatever that concept
might mean and his will is often thwarted by other occa-
sions in sum god is the great companion the fellow suf
ferer who understands all this isis the more interesting be-
cause whitehead sternly rejects the view that religious experi-
ence provides a basis for affirming that god is personal reli-
gion in methe making ppap 626662 66

cobb argues in favor of this dipolardi polar approach to god thatthai
an abstraction can t do anything he means of course that

a mere abstraction cannot account for the harmony of actual en-
tities but cobb clearly sees the religious point too belief that
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god isis an abstraction does do much it stifles and suffocates
the religious life in witness whereof we need only 6bserveobserve
that dominant writers today who defend the ultimacy of god
while denying personal attributes portray religion as a matter
of alienation monotony meaninglessness loneliness and fear
and trembling whitehead in exact contrast affirming the
personal intimacy of god portrays religion as worship adven-
ture meaning companionship and peace which is not by the
way mere cessation of activity but the harmony of harmonies
which calms destructive turbulence and completes civilization
apparently constructive turbulence is everlasting

what may prove stimulating to mormonscormons are ideas en-
meshed or implied in these emphasis on beauty not just
truth as the religious quest each occasion isis novel and the
universe is everlastingly unfolding in infinite variety even the
inanimate whitehead s view of process is a matrix for re-
solving such theological anxieties as how there can be develop-
ment and response in a perfected entity how freedom and
novelty may emerge in a universe of interrelated causation how
there may be worth in the midst of anguish it also gives a
remarkable rationale which whitehead avoids for continual
revelation in fact sincesince cobb s whiteheadianWhitehea dian theology turns
out to have a distinctive mormon flavor mormonscormons may con-
clude that whitehead isis more christian than christendom and
that mormonism is more christian than both

whitehead is one of the least read and rarely cited philos-
ophers in the american climate and maybe has the fewest
serious followers for mormonscormons it is at least interesting that
such viewsviews commended themselves to one of the most religious
of thoughtful men in the twentieth century

truman G madsen
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W CLEON SKOUSEN the third thousand years salt lake
city bookcraft publishers 1964 ppap xvii 704 5955955.95

this volume is a continuation of cleon skousen s earlier
book the first 2000 years and is meant to cover those
ten thundering centuries between 2000 and 1000 BC the
book contains an appendix containing a description of the
egyptian embalming process the history and significance of the
urimarim and thummimThum mim and a digest of the law of moses mr
skousen uses his legal training to advantage in discussing the
law of moses unfortunately he does not include a digest of
the law of carnal commandments which would have also
helped students of the doctrine and covenants see dacd&c 84
27.27 he gives his reasons for not including it feeling that his
book was already large bookmaking these days is expensive

that mr skousen was not writing for the benefit of the
bible scholar is quite apparent from a cursory examination of
the book his chronology is the high traditional one with the
period of the judges lasting over four hundred years moses
comes on the scene about 1597 BC instead of 1300 BC as
albright and other scholars might suggest nor are there dis-
cussionscussions of the technical problems inherent in the exodus and
the conquest As he says inin the preface his purpose is to
capture the exciting historical reality of the life and times of
those remarkable people this is not a children s story of the
bible but a synthesis of the vast historical fabric of that entire
period as seen through the eyes of the men and women who
lived it and the prophets of god who wrote about it

mr skousen writes his book in the light of the modern re-
velationsve given to the church he draws freely on the informa-
tion afforded us by the book of mormon doctrine and cove-
nants and the pearl of great price nor does he miss joseph
smith s revision of the bible the works of josephus or the
documentary history of the church using these and other
aids he weaves the bible accounts of the period treated into
a fascinating yes entertaining volume for those who cannot
find the bible interesting reading firsthand we recommend
mr skousen s book he tries hard to make the bible under-
standablestandable and meaningful to the latter day saint

mr skousen s book shows that a tremendous amount of
labor has gone into its production and he is to be congratulat-
ed on having helped to supply a real need in popular biblical
literature

Sc Br sperry0
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BOOK NOTES

DAVID H YARN JR the gospel god man and truth salt
lake city deseret book company

1
1965 ppap 211 3255253.25325

this theological and philosophical treatment of the sub-
jects named in the title is a fine piece of craftmanshipdraftmanshipcraftmanship
characterized by methodological comprehensiveness it carries
a balanced critique of both the position that reason supersedes
revelation and the position that revelation supersedes reason
certain themes in the book refreshingly state basic latter day
saint tenets such as the fundamental position of jesus christ
in all scripture and the liberating force of revealed truth when
accepted since many essays were originally presented in an
academic situation other issues should have especial appeal
to the mormon intellectual community such as professor yarn s
rather comprehensive discussion of the latter day saint view
of man as only environmentally sinful and the definition of
intelligence in modern scripture as equated with character
because of the author s evident care in the use of terminology
it should be pointed out that use of holy spirit as different
from holy ghost p 52 p 142 can only breed confusion
ghost is merely archaic english for spirit consequently

most modern translations of the new testament render this
greek phrase literally as holy spirit
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JAMES M mcpherson the negros civil watwarfarpayhay new york
pantheon books 1965 ppap 358 6956.95695

joseph smith s prophecy on war in 1832 contained the
prediction of the rebellion of slaves who shall be marshaled
and disciplined for war in past decades a number of studies
have explored the negro contribution to the civil war in-
cluding that of some half million slaves who deserted to union
lines professor mcpherson adds a smoothly annotated set of
source readings that has the cohesiveness of a novel A sub-
stantial number of chapters report on the scenes information
from and about the approximately 200000 negroes in the
union forces about 10 of northern manpower including
by the end of the war 140 negro regiments other chapters
put this war effort in its context of initial official resistance
against using colored troops at all to lincoln s ultimately vigor-
ous promotion of their recruitment imitation on the part of
the confederacy was adopted late as a dying gesture in the
negro soldier law climaxing chapters chronicle the develop-
ing negro status that came from participation in the burdens
of war this result was clearly seen by many negroes of whom
one saw in the enlistment invitations slight atonement for the
past and cheerful promise for the futurefu ture p 176 in an of-
ficial report to the secretary of war general david hunter
paid tribute to the abilities of the colored regiments and
observed they are imbued with a burning faith that now
is the time appointed by god inin his all wise providence for
the deliverance of their race p 168
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asian research institute personnel

lee W farnsworthfarusFarns moithwoith

present position director asian research institute brigham young
university

assistant professor of political science

academic degrees
ABA B university of california regional group major on japan
MAM A university of california political science
phdph D claremont graduate school government

other graduate work
stanford university chinese and japanese

theses subjects
MAM A decision making in burma and japan
phphdD factionalism inin recent japanese politics

professional experienceexperexpef rencelence
assistant professor florida state university

awards partial
NDEA language fellowship two and one half years
BYU faculty research fellowship spring 1966

research and publications
1 articles published

east and far from whatwhat5whata analysis of asian studies inin
public schools journaljoufnallournal of florida education association
february 1964

2 articles in process
analysis of japan s foreign policy toward china begin

ning project for faculty fellowship

ray C hillam

present position assistant professor of political science and co
ordinator of international relations program

academic degrees
BAB A university of utah political science
MAM A george washington university political science
phdph D american university international relations and or

gamzationganizationgammationgamzation
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professional background
research assistant psychological warfare group inin the far

east
intelligence analyst central intelligence agency

consultant for US navy in unconventional warfare

research and publications
1 articles published two studies for limited circulation with

department of navy
insurgent communism inin southeast asia
counterinsurgencyCounter insurgency in malaya vietnam and the philippines

the resistance capabilities and essentials of effective coun
ter insurgency

2 article inin process
emergence of the functional theory in a counterinsurgencyCounter insurgency

situation categories for analysis

russell nozomnozominokomi i honschhonuchhoriuchl i

present position assistant professor of geography

academic degrees
BA brigham young university 1953

MA university of california at berkeley 1958
present doctoral candidate university of washington danforth
fellow

professional experiences
after graduating from BYU with a brilliant record and as
valedictorian russell horiuchi received a john hay whitney
scholarship to the university of california berkeley
teaching assistant research assistant university of california

1955581955 58

instructor college of san mateo san mateo california
instructor brigham young university
Is a regional specialist on the far east and isis presently engaged
in a systematic study of political geography

paul V hyer

present position associate professor of history
coordinator asian studies program brigham young university

academic degrees
BA brigham young university history and sociology 1951

MA university of california berkeley 1953

jl
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phdph D university of california berkeley far eastern history
and asian social institutions 1960

theses subjects
MA lamaist buddhism and japanese policy mongolia 1953
phdph D japan and the lamaist world part 1I japanese relations

with tibet i960ig6oigho

professional backgroundbackofbackgf oundaund
director BYU south pacific orient travel study program

june september 1961

assistant director and faculty big eleven far eastern lan-
guage institute university of michigan summer 1963

member board of directors mongolia society 196319651963 1965
social science analyst guerrilla warfare research team for viet-

nam department of the navy september 1962 june 1963
researcher chinese border regions twentieth century mon-

golia and tibet sponsor toyo bunko national research
center for east asian cultural studies resident tokyo
japan october 1963 to september 1964

national screening committee institute of international educaaduca
tion san francisco selection of fulbright candidates for
asia 1965661965 66 1966671966 67

travel and study abroad
southeast asia taiwan japan 1961
residence and research inin japan and taiwan 1963641963 64

honors and fellowships
grants inin aidald from institute of asiatic studies university of

california 1956 1957
member association of asian studies
member phi alpha theta history fraternity
member phi kappa phi national honorary scholastic frater-

nity
fellow royal central asian society london

research and publications
1 articles published

japanerjalanerJapaner und lama priesterPnester zeliZeltzeitschrjftzeltschriftschrift fur geopolitik vol
XXV no 8 august 1954 474478474 478
review article of louis M J schram the monguors of the
hansukansu tibetan frontier transactions of the american philo-
sophical society new series vol XLIV part 1I published
in onens VIII 1957
contributed searchresearchle to outer mongolia psychological war-
fare handbook done by inner asia project university of
washington for human relations area files inc 1956 ppap
1045
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review article john A white the diplomacy of the russo
japanese war princeton 1964 inin the historian spring
1965
papers of the CIC farearfa eastern language institute 1963
ann arbor 1964 associate editor with joseph yamagiwa
the development of a model for the society and culture of

vietnam with john sorenson limited circulation depart-
ment of the navy 1963 ppap 150
english translation editor tung tso ping fifty years of
studies in 0oraclefaciefarieoracie inscriptions centre for east asian cultural
studies UNESCO major project on mutual appreciation of
eastern and western cultural values tokyo 1964

2 article in process
zen buddhism and the puritan tradition in america for

bussei annual publication of the berkeley branch of the
buddhist churches of america

wesley P lloyd
present position professor of education and dean of the graduate

school

academic degrees
BSB S brigham young university education
MSM S brigham young university sociology
phdph D university of chicago religion

profesislonalprofessional experienceexpedience
chairman committee on international relations american per-

sonnel and guidance association 1956581956 58

member standing committee on international education ameri-
can college personnel association

dean of students and professor of education brigham young
university 1937601937 60

dean of the graduate school brigham young university 1960

books
student counseling in japan university of minnesota press

1953
student personnel services in universities of the world ameri-

can personnel and guidance association washington D C
1956

student personnel services in japan american council on educa-
tion washington DC 1957

the university in the changing community american red cross
washington DC 1961
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international appointments
1951521951 52 director of a team of american specialists to univer-

sities inin japan
1955 team director university of tokyo
1955 consultant to universities in 23 countries in europe asia

and africa representing american personnel and guidance
association

1958 adviser for higher education inin burma the asian founda-
tion

1962 US department of state visiting specialist for seminars
inin universities in colombia

1963 US department of state visiting specialist in japan

honors and fellowships
scholarships university of chicago 1934361934 36

fellow university of chicago 1936371936 37

brigham young university alumni distinguished service award
1964

spencer john palmer

present position president LDS korean mission june 1965 as-
sociate professor of history and religion

academic degrees
BA brigham young university 1952 inin fine arts
MA university of california berkeley 1959 east asiatic

studies
phd university of california berkeley 1964 asian history

with a minorminormidor inin buddhism

theses subjects
MA korean japanese relations 1945571945 57
phd protestant christianity inin china and korea the problem

of identification with tradition

professional background
teaching assistant department of history university of cali-

fornia 1959601959 60
graduate research historian institute of international studies

university of california 1960611960 61

assistant professor brigham young university 1962641962 64

associate professor brigham young university 1964

travel and study abroadahroad
korea and japan inin the army chaplain corps 1954561954 56

travel through southern and southwest asia 1956
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honors and fellowships
phi theta oriental languages honor society university of cali-

fornia
grants in aidald from institute of asiatic studies university of

california fall and spring 1959601959 60

member of membership committee association for asian studies
member of royal asiatic society korea branch

international assignmenlassignment
international committee on korean studies of the association for

asian studies

resetichreseaichresearchRe seaich and PublicapublicationslionS
1 articles published

american gold mining inin korea s dunsanunsan district pacific
historical reviewrenew XXXI no 4 1962 379579379391579391379591579591391591

view of the hebrews substitute for inspiration banghambnghambrigham
young universaluniverslUniverumveimlyslly studies V winter 1964 105113105 113 with
william L knecht jr
truth and metaphor inin akutagawa s rahomanrahomonrashon7onRa bomonhomon bragBrIgbanghambnghambrighainhaynhainbayn

young university finetineeine artshiffarrs Feslfestivalfeftiialfeslivalival 1963
2 books published

erastus and francelfiancefidure hancock an informal family histoidhistoiyhistoly
berkeley wuertz letter shop 1958 illus ppap 72

korean americanamencan relations the peilowpeiiodpeilod of growinggi owing influ-
ence 188718951887 1895 berkeley university of california press
1963 documents pertaining to the far eastern diplomacy
of the united states appendixes ppap 389

3 articles inin process
buddhist charges of plagiarism against jesus
jews and judaism in asia

4 books in process
koceankoieankorean americanamencan relations the period of rebeatreheatretreat 1896-
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